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SUMMARY

The current study updated data on the incidence and prevalence of 121 rare diseases listed in China's
First List of Rare Diseases to provide rationales and references for the development and promotion
of rare-disease-related policies. The National Health Commission of the People's Republic of China
issued the Rare Disease Diagnosis and Treatment Guide (2019) (denoted here as China's Rare Disease
Diagnosis and Treatment Guide). Then 121 diseases were registered with the national rare disease
diagnosis and treatment network. The incidence/prevalence of 121 rare diseases varied from country
to country. Data are available for a total of 76 rare diseases (76 of 121 rare diseases, 62.81%) in
China, including data on the incidence of 23 rare diseases (19.01%) and data on the prevalence of 66
(54.55%). There are data on the incidence/prevalence of 112 rare diseases (112 of 121 rare diseases,
92.56%) at the global level, including data on the incidence of 86 rare diseases (71.07%) and data
on the prevalence of 91 (75.21%). On average, the incidence of progressive muscular dystrophies,
hyperphenylalaninemia, citrullinemia, and methylmalonic acidemia is over 1/10,000 in China. The
prevalence of coronary artery ectasia, congenital scoliosis, retinitis pigmentosa, severe congenital
neutropenia, congenital hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia, and osteogenesis imperfecta is over 1/10,000
in China. All of these figures are beyond the cut-off of 1/10,000 according to the 2021 definition of
rare diseases in China. As registration and investigation of rare diseases continues, the spectrum of rare
diseases in some provinces is expanding. Diseases such as idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension,
hepatolenticular degeneration, hemophilia, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis, and multiple sclerosis are relatively prevalent in some regions and cities of China. Registration
efforts promote the correction of incidence/prevalence data, development of orphan drugs, coverage by
medical insurance, and development of clinical and diagnostic pathways.

Keywords

rare disease, incidence, prevalence, definition, China's Rare Disease Diagnosis and Treatment
Guide

1. Introduction
Rare diseases are defined by the World Health
Organization (WHO) as diseases with a prevalence
between 0.65-1‰ (1). Different definitions of rare
diseases have been adopted in some countries. The
European Union defines a rare disease as a lifethreatening or chronically debilitating disease with
a prevalence of 5/10,000; in the US, a rare disease is
defined as a disease with a prevalence of less than 7.5

per 10,000 and affecting fewer than 200,000 patients (2).
In 2021, a rare disease was defined as a disease with an
incidence of less than 1/10,000 in newborns, a prevalence
of less than 1/10,000, or a condition that affects fewer
than 200,000 people in China (3). Currently, there are
roughly 7,000 different rare diseases affecting 3.5–5.9%
of individuals worldwide, which amounts to 263–446
million individuals (4).
Rare diseases are hard to assess due to the large
number and diversity of conditions; this is especially true
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in China, which has a large population. Epidemiological
data on rare diseases are limited, and the incidence or
prevalence of most major rare diseases is still unclear
worldwide. Over the last few years, the Chinese
Government has announced a series of policies to
support diagnosis and treatment of rare diseases,
including fast-tracking orphan drugs, coverage by
medical insurance, and disease registration. In 2018,
five bodies including the National Health Commission
of the People's Republic of China and the National
Medical Products Administration issued China's First
List of Rare Diseases in May 2018 (denoted here as
China's Rare Disease List) (5,6).
The release of China's Rare Disease List has
greatly promoted the diagnosis and treatment of rare
diseases. At present, more than 40 types of drugs for
rare diseases have been included in the national medical
insurance drug catalogue. Some policies and laws have
been drafted to facilitate scientific research, diagnosis
and treatment, drug access, and medical care for rare
diseases.
The current study updated the incidence and
prevalence of 121 rare diseases with recent registration
numbers for these rare diseases based on the 2019
version (3). The OMIM database was searched for
genetic information on 121 rare diseases in China's Rare
Disease List. Incidence and prevalence data and case
numbers in China's Rare Disease List were collected
from the China's Rare Disease Diagnosis and Treatment
Guide, the Research Report on the definition of rare
diseases in China, Taiwan's National Health Insurance
Research Database, Orphanet (www.orpha.net),
MalaCards (https://www.malacards.org/) and literature
in CNKI, Wanfang, and PubMed. Here, diseases in the
list were mapped to a standard ICD 10 (International
Classification of Diseases), disease classification and
code (National Clinical Version 1.1), and ORPHA code.
2. Current incidence/prevalence of 121 rare diseases
in China
One hundred and twenty-one rare diseases in 10 different
categories and their genetic information are listed in
Supplementary Table S1 (http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=114). Most of
these rare diseases are genetic in origin. The use of highthroughout sequencing technology in rare diseases has
accelerated the discovery of the genes causing these
diseases. Genotypic and phenotypic variation contributes
to the complexity of rare diseases. Clinical symptoms of
rare diseases overlap those of common diseases, leading
to the misdiagnosis of rare diseases. The codes for 121
rare diseases are listed in Supplementary Table S2 (http://
www.irdrjournal.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=115).
Based on a comprehensive analysis of the literature,
official websites, and China's Rare Disease Diagnosis

and Treatment Guide, data on the incidence/prevalence
of 76 rare diseases (62.81%) were available for 121
rare diseases in China. Data on the incidence of 23 rare
diseases (19.01%) was reported, along with data on the
prevalence of 66 (54.55%). The incidence/prevalence
of 21 rare diseases (17.36%) was cited from China's
Rare Disease Diagnosis and Treatment Guide. Data
on 73 diseases (60.33%) were retrieved from articles,
literature databases, and official websites. Global data
on the incidence/prevalence of 112 rare diseases (112
of 121 rare diseases, 92.56%) were available, including
data on the incidence of 86 rare diseases (71.07%) and
data on the prevalence of 91 (75.21%). The incidence/
prevalence of 64 of 121 rare diseases (52.89%) has
been reported in Europe, including the incidence of
30 rare diseases (24.79%) and the prevalence of 46
(38.02%). The incidence/prevalence of 37 of 121 rare
diseases (30.58%) has been reported in the US, including
the incidence of 18 rare diseases (14.88%) and the
prevalence of 25 (20.66%). Details are shown in Table
1 and Supplementary Table S3 (http://www.irdrjournal.
com/action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=116) (3,7-24).
The cut-off of 1/10,000 in newborns was adopted as a
unique criterion for the 2021 definition of rare diseases in
China. In the past, the newborn incidence of 8 different
rare diseases was available in China and 31 rare diseases
(0.26%) were cited in China's Rare Disease Diagnosis
and Treatment Guide (Table 1).
Incidence/prevalence data in China is mainly from
Taiwan and Shanghai. Data on the incidence of 10
(8.26%) of 121 rare diseases and the prevalence of 53
(43.80%) were available from Taiwan, compared to data
on the incidence of 19 rare diseases (15.70%) and the
prevalence of 36 (29.75%) from the Chinese mainland.
Regional trends are evident in some rare diseases, e.g.,
the incidence of citrullinemia is 1.87/100,000 in South
China and 0.03/100,000 in North China. A high incidence
of 1/100,000 was reported for methylmalonic acidemia
(MMA) in North China and 1.27/100,000 in Yacheng,
Jiangsu Province. The prevalence of Larson syndrome is
4.86/100,000 in Shanghai and 0.021/100,000 in Taiwan
(Table 1).
3. Rare diseases with a high incidence/prevalence in
the first list of 121 rare diseases
In the first list of 121 rare diseases, some diseases
have a relatively high incidence or prevalence in
China. Hyperphenylalaninemia, phenylketonuria,
albinism, 21-hydroxylase deficiency, progressive
muscular dystrophies, citrullinemia, and methylmalonic
acidemia are relatively prevalent. The incidence of
progressive muscular dystrophies is 2.53/10,000 (Table
1), which is close to the worldwide incidence of 2.19.
Duchenne muscular dystrophy (DMD) is reported to
have an incidence of 2/10,000 and Becker muscular
dystrophy (BMD) is reported to have an incidence
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Table 1. Newborn incidence, incidence, and prevalence of 121 rare diseases in China's First List of Rare Disease
No.

Disease

Newborn incidence
Incidence /100,000 persons
/100,000 persons

Prevalence /100,000 persons
/

1

21-Hydroxylase deficiency

5-10 (10)

2
3
4

Albinism
Alport syndrome
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

/
/
/

5
6
7

Angelman syndrome
Arginase deficiency
Asphyxiating thoracic dystrophy (Jeune
syndrome)
Atypical hemolytic uremic syndrome

/
0.1-0.33 (10)
0.77-1 (10)

/
/
/

/

/

/
/
/

/
/
/

12
13
14
15

Autoimmune encephalitis
Autoimmune hypophysitis
Autoimmune insulin receptopathy (Type
B insulin resistance)
β-ketothiolase deficiency
Biotinidase deficiency
Cardiac ion channelopathies
Carnitine deficiency

/
/
2.5 (10)
/

0.10 (10)
/
/
1.27 (Yancheng, Jiangsu) (44)

16
17
18

Castleman disease
Charcot-Marie-Tooth disease
Citrullinemia

/
/
/

19
20

23

Congenital adrenal hypoplasia
/
Congenital hyperinsulinemic
/
hypoglycemia
Congenital myasthenic syndrome
/
Congenital myotonia syndrome (Non- /
dystrophic myotonia)
Congenital scoliosis
/

/
/
10.87 (South China)b
0.03 (North China)b
8.66 (Taiwan) (43)
/
/

24
25
26
27

Coronary artery ectasia
Diamond-Blackfan anemia
Erdheim-Chester disease
Fabry disease

/
/
/
0.91-2.5 (10)

/
/
/
/

28
29
30

Familial Mediterranean fever
Fanconi anemia
Galactosemia

/
/
0.25 (Taiwan) (21)

31

Gaucher's disease

/
/
2.08 (10)
0.53 (China) (10)
1.25 (China) (10)

32

General myasthenia gravis

/

33
34

Gitelman syndrome
Glutaric acidemia type Ⅰ

35

Glycogen storage disease (Type Ⅰ or Ⅱ)

/
/
/
/

0.68 (11, 13)
0.89 (Taiwan) (11, 13)
/
1.67b
0.77 (Zhejiang) (21)
2 (Taiwan)b
1 (Taiwan) (21)

8
9
10
11

21
22

3.08 (Dongguan, Guangzhou) (18)
3.03 (Liuzhou, Guangxi) (19)
5.56b
/
0.6 (Hong Kong)b
0.51 (Taiwan) (42)

/
/
3.1 (Hong Kong)b
1-9 (Taiwan)a
3.33 (Taiwan) (9)
0.29 (Taiwan) (9)
0.43 (Zhejiang) (43)
/
0.03 (Shanghai) (40)
0.068 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
/

/
/
/

1.24 (Shanghai)b

/
0.025 (Taiwan) (9)
/
2.4 (Shanghai)b
3.1 (Zhejiang )b
1.1 (Hongkong)b
0.8 (China, Taiwan)b
2.5 (21)
0.60 (Taiwan) (9)
/
1.44 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
23.2 (Shanghai) (40)
0.29 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
202.43 (Luohe He'nan) (45)
295.98 (Females, Luohe, He'nan) (45)
110.63 (Males, Luohe, He'nan) (45)
656 (Beijing) (3)
0.19 (Shanghai) (40)
/
0.12 (Shanghai) (40)
1.34 (Taiwan) (9)
/
0.11 (Shanghai) (3)
0.53 (Zhejiang)b
0.11 (Taiwan) (9)
0.22 (Shanghai) (40)
0.15 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
/
1.51 (Shanghai) (40)

Note: adata from MalaCards; bdata from China's Rare Disease Diagnosis and Treatment Guide (2019).

of 0.5/10,000 (Supplementary Table S3, http://
www.irdrjournal.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=116). The global incidence of familial
Mediterranean fever, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis,
hyperornithinemia-hyperammoniemia-homocitrullinuria
syndrome, congenital scoliosis, multiple sclerosis,
cardiac ion channelopathies, Charcot-Marie-Tooth
disease, pulmonary cystic fibrosis, Marfan syndrome,

retinitis pigmentosa, hemophilia, and Fabry disease is
relatively high (greater than 2/10,000), but there are
no data on these diseases from China (Supplementary
Table S3, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=116).
Some diseases have a relatively high prevalence, such
as coronary artery ectasia, congenital scoliosis, retinitis
pigmentosa, severe congenital neutropenia, congenital
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Table 1. Newborn incidence, incidence, and prevalence of 121 rare diseases in China's First List of Rare Disease (continued)
Disease

No.

Newborn incidence
Incidence /100,000 persons
/100,000 persons

Prevalence /100,000 persons

36

Hemophilia

/

/

37

/

/

/
/
5 (10)
/
/

/
/
/
/
/

/
/
0.33-0.5 (10)
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
/
/

0.48 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
0.20 (Taiwan) (9)
1.23 (Taiwan) (9)
/

49

Hepatolenticular degeneration (Wilson's
disease)
Hereditary angioedema
Hereditary epidermolysis bullosa
Hereditary fructose intolerance
Hereditary hypomagnesemia
Hereditary multi-infarct dementia
(Cerebral autosomal dominant
arteriopathy with subcortical infarcts
and leukoencephalopathy)
Hereditary spastic paraplegia
Holocarboxylase synthetase deficiency
Homocystinuria
Homozygous hypercholesterolemia
Huntington's disease
Hyperornithinemia-hyperammoniemiahomocitrullinuria syndrome
Hyperphenylalaninemia

2.73b
2.7
(Chinese mainland) (46)
6.46 (Shanghai) (40)
5.5 (Males, Chinese mainland) (47)
2.0 (Blood group A, 8 Chinese
provinces) (48)
9.1 (Males, Taiwan) (49)
6.4 (Hong Kong) (50)
2.85 (8 Chinese provinces) (48)
3.69 (Shanghai) (40)
0.034 (Taiwan) (9)
0.30 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
/

9.62 (China) (10)

/

50

Hypophosphatasia

1 (10)

9.62 (China, 1985-2011)b
12.67 (Yancheng, Jiangsu) (44)
/

51
52
53

/
/
/

/
/
/

/

/

55
56
57
58

Hypophosphatemic rickets
Idiopathic cardiomyopathy
Idiopathic hypogonadotropic
hypogonadism
Idiopathic pulmonary arterial
hypertension
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis
IgG4-related disease
Inborn errors of bile acid synthesis
Isovaleric acidemia

/
/
/
0.63 (China) (10)

59
60
61

Kallmann syndrome
Langerhans cell histiocytosis
Laron syndrome

/
/
/

/
/
/
0.63b
0.063 (Shanghai) (21)
0.027 (Taiwan) (21)
/
/
0.021 (Taiwan) (9)

62
63

/
/

/
0.4b

64

Leber hereditary optic neuropathy
Long chain 3-hydroxyacyl coA
dehydrogenase deficiency
Lymphangioleiomyomatosis

0.20 (Taiwan) (9)
/
4.86 (Shanghai) (40)
0.021 (Taiwan) (9)
1.092 (Xingtai)b
/

/

/

65
66
67

Lysine urinary protein intolerance
Lysosomal acid lipase deficiency
Maple syrup urine disease

10-16.67 (TSC)
(10)
1-1.75 (10)
/
0.2-0.59 (10)
0.72 (China) (10)
1 (Taiwan) (10)

/
/
0.72 (Shanghai) (21)

68
69
70

Marfan syndrome
McCune-Albright syndrome
Medium chain Acyl coA dehydrogenase
deficiency

/
/
1.9-9.4 (10)
0.66 (China) (10)

/
0.1-0.9 (Taiwan)a
0.67 (Chinese mainland) (43)
0.28 (Zhejiang) (21)
1.43 (Shanghai) (51)
2.13 (Shandong) (51)
0.38 (Taiwan) (43)

/
0.0042 (Taiwan) (9)
0.72b
1 (Taiwan)b
0.1-0.9 (Taiwan)a
0.12 (Taiwan) (9)
0.75 (8 Chinese provinces) (48)
0.089 (Taiwan) (9)
0.034 (Taiwan) (9)
0.74 (Shanghai) (21)

38
39
40
41
42

43
44
45
46
47
48

54

Note: adata from MalaCards; bdata from China's Rare Disease Diagnosis and Treatment Guide (2019).
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Table 1. Newborn incidence, incidence, and prevalence of 121 rare diseases in China's First List of Rare Disease (continued)
No.

Disease

Newborn incidence
Incidence /100,000 persons
/100,000 persons

71

Methylmalonic acidemia

0.59-2 (10)
3.57-10
(China) (10)
1.16 (Taiwan) (10)

10 (North China)b
1.27 (Yancheng, Jiangsu) (44)

72
73
74
75

/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/

76

Mitochondrial encephalomyopathy
Mucopolysaccharidosis
Multi-focal motor neuropathy
Multiple Acyl coA dehydrogenase
deficiency
Multiple sclerosis

/

/

77
78
79
80
81
82

Multiple system atrophy
Myotonic dystrophy
N acetylglutamate synthase deficiency
Neonatal diabetes mellitus
Neuromyelitis optica
Niemann-Pick disease

/
/
/
/
/
/

/
/
/
/
0.278 (7)
/

83
84
85
86

Non-syndromic deafness
Noonan syndrome
Ornithine transcarbamylase deficiency
Osteogenesis imperfecta
(Brittle bone disease)

186 (10)
40-100 (10)
7.14 (10)
5-6.67 (10)

/
/
/
/

87

/

/

88

Parkinson's disease (Young-onset,
Early-onset)
Paroxysmal nocturnal hemoglobinuria

/

1b
2.7(Mudanjiang, Heilongjiang)b

89
90

Peutz-Jeghers syndrome
Phenylketonuria

/
/

91
92
93

POEMS syndrome
Porphyria
Prader-Willi syndrome

/
/
/

/
8.48b
1.82 (Taiwan) (21)
/
/
/

94
95
96
97

1-1.33 (10)
/
/
/

/
/
/
/

98
99

Primary combined immune deficiency
Primary hereditary dystonia
Primary light chain amyloidosis
Progressive familial intrahepatic
cholestasis
Progressive muscular dystrophies
Propionic acidemia

16.67-27.78 (10)
/

25.30b
/

100
101
102

Pulmonary alveolar proteinosis
Pulmonary cystic fibrosis
Retinitis pigmentosa

/
4-55.56 (10)
/

/
/
/

103
104
105

Retinoblastoma
5-6.67 (10)
Severe congenital neutropenia
0.4 (10)
Severe myoclonic epilepsy in infancy /
(Dravet syndrome)
Sickle cell disease
/
Silver-Russell syndrome
1-3.33 (10)
Sitosterolemia
/
Spinal bulbar muscular atrophy
/
(Kennedy disease)
Spinal muscular atrophy
/
Spinocerebellar ataxia
/

106
107
108
109
110
111

Prevalence /100,000 persons
1.16 (Taiwan)b
3.57 (Chinese mainland)b
3 (Shanghai) (21)
1.5 (Zhejiang) (21)
0.22 (Taiwan) (9)
/
0.46 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
3.4 (Males, 8 Chinese provinces) (48)
6.3 (Females, 8 Chinese provinces)
(48)
7.02 (Taiwan) (9)
4.8 (Hong Kong) (52)
0.65 (8 Chinese provinces) (48)
0.70 (Taiwan) (9)
/
0.0042 (Taiwan) (9)
/
0.12 (Shanghai) (40)
0.059 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
0.089 (Taiwan) (9)
11.3 (8 Chinese provinces) (48)
1.45 (Taiwan) (9)
0.38 (Shanghai) (40)
7.39 (Taiwan) (3)
0.8 (8 Chinese provinces) (48)
1.419 (6 Chinese provinces) (20)
0.45 (Taiwan) (9)
/
1.17 (Taiwan) (9)
0.10 (Shanghai) (40)
/
0.44 (Taiwan) (9)
1.22 (Taiwan) (3)
0.23 (Shanghai) (40)
/
/
/
0.059 (Taiwan) (9)

/
/
/

/
0.6-0.7b
0.03 (Shanghai) (40)
0.055 (Taiwan) (9)
/
0.064 (Taiwan) (9)
26.43b
23.38 (Rural areas around Beijing)
(53)
1-9 (Taiwan)c
25.7 (Shanghai) (40)
0.25 (Taiwan) (9)

/
/
/
/

/
/
0.017 (Taiwan) (9)
/

/
/

1.71 (Taiwan) (9)
4.41 (Taiwan) (9)

Note: adata from MalaCards; bdata from China's Rare Disease Diagnosis and Treatment Guide (2019).
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Table 1. Newborn incidence, incidence, and prevalence of 121 rare diseases in China's First List of Rare Disease (continued)
No.

Disease

Newborn incidence
Incidence /100,000 persons
/100,000 persons

Prevalence /100,000 persons

/
/
10-16.67 (10)

/
0.021 (Taiwan) (9)
1-9 (Taiwan)a
2.16 (Taiwan) (9)
0.042 (Taiwan) (9)
/

112
113
114

Systemic sclerosis
Tetrahydrobiopterin deficiency
Tuberous sclerosis complex

115
116

118

Tyrosinemia
/
/
Very long chain acyl coA dehydrogenase /
/
deficiency
Williams syndrome
4.26 (Hong Kong) /
(10)
Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome
0.4-1 (10)
/

119
120
121

X-Linked agammaglobulinemia
X-linked adrenoleukodystrophy
X-linked lymphoproliferative disease

117

/
0.26 (10)
/

/
/
/

1.07 (Taiwan) (9)
0.03 (Shanghai) (40)
0.064 (Taiwan) (9)
/
/
0.03 (Shanghai) (40)

/
/
/

Note: adata from MalaCards; bdata from China's Rare Disease Diagnosis and Treatment Guide (2019).

hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia, Laron syndrome,
spinocerebellar ataxia, multiple sclerosis, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis, hepatolenticular degeneration (Wilson's
disease), hemophilia, osteogenesis imperfecta,
and tuberous sclerosis complex. The prevalence of
coronary artery ectasia, congenital scoliosis, retinitis
pigmentosa, severe congenital neutropenia, congenital
hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia, and osteogenesis
imperfecta is higher than 1/10,000, according to the new
2021 definition of rare diseases in China, though some
data are limited by region (Table 1). The prevalence
of congenital hyperinsulinemic hypoglycemia is
2.32/10,000 in Shanghai and 0.029/10,000 in Taiwan.
Like the incidence, the global prevalence of rare
diseases differs greatly from that in China (Table 1,
Supplementary Table S3, http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=116).
4. The development and promotion of the rare disease
list and registration: Data collection and information
sharing
Before the release of China's Rare Disease List, the
Shanghai Municipal Health Commission published
the "Major Rare Diseases in Shanghai (2016 Edition)"
that included 56 rare diseases (Supplementary
Table S4, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=117) (25). After
excluding infectious diseases, tumors, poisoning, and
traumatic diseases in the Orphanet catalogue, searching
the literature and websites, and comparing diseases to
the Chinese version of ICD-10, a catalogue of 4,299 rare
diseases and 1,049 ICD codes was created in 2016 by the
Shandong Association for the Prevention and Treatment
of Rare Diseases. On March 1, 2017, the Shandong
Provincial Health Commission began registering cases
of 68 rare diseases according to their prevalence and
drug availability (Supplementary Table S4, http://
www.irdrjournal.com/action/getSupplementalData.

php?ID=117) (26). Provincial Grade-III Class-A
hospitals (according to the Chinese Hospital Ranking
System) including maternal and child health hospitals,
children's hospitals, and general hospitals were required
to register these 68 diseases. This was later expanded
to 121 rare diseases under the national rare disease
diagnosis and treatment network. Thus far, more than
29,000 cases have been registered (unpublished data).
The Chinese Organization for Rare Disorders (CORD),
the largest non-official rare disease organization, has
advocated for a list of 147 rare diseases. The criteria used
for inclusion of these disorders included the following:
(a) the global incidence of rare diseases; (b) rare diseases
that have been treated with drugs at home and abroad;
(c) diseases recognized by domestic organizations for
rare diseases; (d) the list of rare diseases in Taiwan;
(e) the rate of clinical detection by domestic genetic
testing facilities; (f) the list of major rare diseases in
Shanghai; and (g) rare diseases of great social concern
(Supplementary Table S2, http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=115) (27).
Despite the lack of epidemiological data on and
registration of rare diseases, rare diseases have been
specifically defined in China, and this has greatly
affected their diagnosis and treatment. In February 2019,
the National Health Commission issued the Rare Disease
Diagnosis and Treatment Guide (2019), which cited data
on the incidence/prevalence of rare diseases based on
China's Rare Disease List (28). The national rare disease
diagnosis and treatment network was created at the same
time, and it included 1 leading national hospital (Beijing
Union Medical College Hospital), 32 leading provincial
hospitals, and 291 member hospitals in the network
(29). In October 2019, member hospitals in the network
were encouraged to start registering 121 rare diseases
on November 1, 2019. Registration was dated back to
the beginning of 2015 (30). Nearly 500,000 cases have
been registered according to a notice from the National
Health Commission (31). The first national rare disease
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registry (the National Rare Diseases Registry System of
China; NRDRS) was created in 2016; it includes a total
of 62,590 cases of 166 diseases or types of diseases (32).
5. The relationship between the rare disease list and
the 2021 definition
There is no unified standard for the definition and
classification of rare diseases. The definition is dynamic,
and it changes from nation to nation. Initially, rare
diseases were defined despite the lack of epidemiological
data in China. Then, they were defined based on
prevalence and the number of people affected or the
incidence in newborns (33). A rare disease is a disease
with an incidence less than 1/10,000, as recognized
by the Rare Disease and Drug Review Committee,
and it is documented by a relevant department in
Taiwan. The definition benefited from the rare disease
reporting system that was established in 2000, which
covers disease incidence, treatment fees, and treatment
outcomes (34). As national registration continues, more
reports of rare diseases will be collected. The emphasis
will be on rare diseases with a relatively high incidence/
prevalence, drug availability, and greater recognition. The
2021 definition will definitely increase the understanding
of more rare diseases as more epidemiological data
becomes available. Moreover, it will guide medical
insurance coverage, orphan drug R&D, and designations.
China is a country with a high prevalence of birth
defects, with an estimated prevalence of 5.6% (35) .
Birth defects keep rising with the high growth rate. The
number of children with birth defects was 977,000 in
1996, but that figure jumped to 1.53 million in 2011,
with a growth rate as high as 70.9% (35). Newborn
screening is an important policy in China, and it started
in 1980. In 2016, the Department of Maternal and Child
Health Care and Community Health of the National
Health Commission and the Foundation for Foundation
for Intervention in and Relief of Birth Defects in
China jointly launched a relief project for birth defects
(genetic metabolic diseases); the project included 78
diseases, 43 of which were listed in China's First List
of Rare Diseases (36) . The incidence in newborns was
included in the definition of rare diseases in China.
Epidemiological data on rare diseases will help to
tally the number of patients with rare diseases. This
will facilitate interventions in and help to prevent birth
defects and improving the health of the population.
6. Rare diseases beyond the 121 diseases in the list
and their spectrum
As part of a "Project to Study and Attempt to Control
Rare Diseases in China" (no. 2013BAI07B00) under the
"Twelfth Five-year Plan" National Program to Support
Science and Technology, the Shandong Association for
the Prevention and Treatment of Rare Diseases conducted
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an epidemiology study of rare diseases in nearly 100
tertiary hospitals in China in collaboration with research
institutes in Shandong and 6 other provinces. A total
of 40,5589 patients with 952 rare diseases (2.27% of
all hospitalized patients) were recorded by 93 hospitals
in the 7 provinces and at least half of the rare diseases
were congenital diseases (37). A survey and literature
review revealed that 5,749 cases of 323 rare diseases
were identified in Shandong Province (38). The Rare
Disease Branch of the Beijing Medical Association has
conducted studies of rare diseases since 2013; using
the rare diseases listed on European websites related
to rare diseases as a template, the Rare Disease Branch
has collected and analyzed 404,312 cases from tertiary
hospitals in Beijing. As a result, the Rare Disease Branch
identified 1,423 rare diseases (37). Preliminary research
by the Rare Disease Branch yielded information on 121
diseases in China's First List of Rare Diseases, including
the number of inpatients, the disease distribution by
province/municipality, affected age groups, and the rate
of repeated hospitalization at 96 level A tertiary hospitals.
Although national epidemiological data are lacking, data
on diseases in the database have been mined, which is
also an effective approach for an epidemiological study
(39).
Out of over 15 million hospitalized patients, a
total of 54,468 patients with 102 rare diseases were
identified. Sixty-nine-point-seven-two percent of
those cases involved the ten leading rare diseases,
including idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension,
Langerhans cell histiocytosis, amyotrophic lateral
sclerosis, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, systemic
sclerosis, hepatolenticular degeneration, retinitis
pigmentosa, Marfan syndrome, homozygous familial
hypercholesterolemia, and congenital scoliosis (39). In
the NRDRS, hemophilia, idiopathic pulmonary arterial
hypertension, spinocerebellar ataxia, Alport syndrome,
myasthenia gravis, phenylketonuria, methylmalonic
acidemia, multiple sclerosis, osteogenesis imperfecta,
and spinal muscular atrophy were the ten leading rare
diseases, accounting for 71.19% of total cases (32)
. From the Shanghai list of 33 rare diseases, 16,933
cases were identified from 2013 to 2016. The disease
spectrum in terms of age, gender, and yearly changes was
described. The proportion of inpatients and outpatients
and the burden of hospitalization were analyzed. Severe
congenital neutropenia, congenital hyperinsulinemic
hypoglycemia, hemophilia, hepatolenticular
degeneration, idiopathic pulmonary arterial hypertension,
and congenital adrenal hyperplasia were identified as
the most prevalent rare diseases in Shanghai (40). In
December 2021, Tongji Hospital, a leading provincial
hospital and member of the network, released an
Investigation on rare diseases in Hubei Province that
included 109 rare diseases; amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
multiple sclerosis, hemophilia, multiple system atrophy,
autoimmune encephalitis, Marfan syndrome, Castleman
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disease, idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, coronary
artery ectasia, and optical neuromyelitis were the most
prevalent rare diseases (41). Taking this spectrum in
different regions and cities into consideration, idiopathic
pulmonary arterial hypertension, hepatolenticular
degeneration, hemophilia, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis, and multiple sclerosis are
relatively prevalent.

6.

7.
8.

7. Conclusion
In light of the drafting of China's First List of Rare
Diseases and the promotion of national or regional
registration of rare diseases, the number of registered
cases has increased massively, and especially for 121
rare diseases. More cases will be assembled and disease
and epidemiological data will be collected as registration
continues, though there are limited data on the incidence
and prevalence of 121 rare diseases. Since there are
more than 7,000 rare diseases, the rare disease list should
be continuously updated. With the 2021 definition
of rare diseases in China, the number of registered
rare diseases will increase. The national rare disease
diagnosis and treatment network is expected to expand
as more hospitals are enrolled and expert knowledge
on rare diseases spreads. Hence, different types of rare
diseases will be identified and registered. Based on
updated registration data, highly prevalent diseases
should be removed from the list of 121 rare diseases.
Registration could promote the development of orphan
drugs, improve medical insurance coverage, and enhance
diagnosis and treatment. In addition to registration, the
conducting of follow-ups and collection of biosamples
should be enhanced.
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Anterior cervical discectomy and fusion without plate (ACDFWP)
versus anterior cervical disc arthroplasty (ACDA) for cervical
spondylosis: A meta-analysis and literature review
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SUMMARY

This meta-analysis compared the clinical outcomes between two alternative surgeries for patients with
cervical spondylosis, namely anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) without plate (ACDFWP)
vs. anterior cervical disc arthroplasty (ACDA). We searched databases, including PubMed, EMBASE,
Cochrane Library, Google Scholar, and Web of Science (firstly available-2019). A standard metaanalysis was performed with the included studies. A Risk of Bias in Non-randomized Studies of
Interventions (ROBINS-I) tool was used for the evaluation of the study quality of nonrandomizedcontrolled trials (nRCTs), while a Risk of Bias (RoB) battery was used for randomized controlled trials
(RCTs). Eight studies involving 640 patients were included. No significant difference was found in
the indices of Neck Disability Index (NDI) score, Visual Analog Score (VAS), Japanese Orthopaedic
Association (JOA) score, operative time, blood loss, Swallowing Quality of Life Score (SWAL-QL),
and complications. Cervical alignment was significantly better in the ACDFWP than in ACDA (mean
difference (MD) = −0.67, 95% confidence interval (CI) [−1.11, −0.23], P = 0.003, I2 = 20%). Although
the alternative ACDFWP was slightly superior in terms of the index of cervical alignment, the limited
research on this subject present insufficient evidence. Further well-designed studies are warranted in
the future.

Keywords

cervical spondylosis, anterior cervical discectomy and fusion without plate, anterior cervical disc
arthroplasty, cervical alignment, meta-analysis

1. Introduction
Cervical spondylosis is a common disease characterized
by progressive degeneration in the cervical spine and
is regarded as a natural process of aging. The main
symptoms of cervical spondylosis are neck pain and
neck stiffness. Recently, an increasing number of
young people are experiencing cervical spondylosis.
It has been a public health concern related to
remarkable disease burden. Since the 1950s, anterior
cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) with plate
has been regarded as the gold standard of therapy for
cervical spondylosis (1-3). Although it has been well
documented regarding its satisfactory efficacy, some
complications, such as dysphagia (4), hoarseness

(2), and adjacent segment disease (ASD) (3) are also
reported. Some authors believe that these complications
are caused by the influence of anterior vertebral plate
fixation (4). Kepler et al. found that the fusion itself
may contribute to more pressure between the adjacent
segmental discs (5). Moreover, ASD might also
result from the progression of cervical degeneration
(6,7). Thus, the conventional ACDF with plate has
limitations, and the adverse events cannot be ignored.
To prevent these adverse events, alternative surgeries,
such as ACDF without plate (ACDFWP) and anterior
cervical disc arthroplasty (ACDA) were developed
against cervical spondylosis (Figure 1).
Currently, many studies have reported a comparison
of the clinical outcomes of conventional ACDF (with
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the surgeries for cervical
spondylosis. A. Schematic diagram of the cervical spine. B.
Conventional anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) with
plate. C. Anterior cervical discectomy and fusion without plate
(ACDFWP). D. Anterior cervical disc arthroplasty (ACDA). Most of
previous studies compared ACDF with plate and ACDA (B vs.D), in
the present study we compared ACDFWP vs. ACDA (C vs. D).

plate) and alternative ACDFWP. Recently, Cheung et al.
found that ACDFWP provides better clinical outcomes
than conventional ACDF (with plate) (8). Other studies
have also compared the clinical outcomes between
conventional ACDF (with plate) and ACDA. Latka et
al. reported that compared to conventional ACDF (with
plate), ACDA significantly lowered the probability of
ASD development at the 60-month follow-up. (9). And
Maharaj et al. compared ACDA and ACDF (including
with and without plate). They found that ACDA has
superiority in terms of reoperation rate and reduction in
neurological deficits (10). However, to our knowledge,
no meta-analyses have compared the clinical outcomes
between alternative surgeries, ACDFWP and ACDA.
Thus, in order to provide a complete chain of evidence
to enable the selection of an appropriate surgical
technique for cervical spondylosis treatment by the
clinicians, we designed this study to compare the
clinical outcomes of the alternative ACDFWP and
ACDA (Figure 1), strictly as per the guidelines of the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and
Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) (11).
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Literature search strategy
English-language search of databases, including
PubMed, EMBASE, Cochrane Library, Google Scholar,
and Web of Science was performed with the keywords
of "cervical spondylosis" AND "anterior cervical"
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AND "arthroplasty" AND "discectomy and fusion" OR
"replacement". Studies from firstly available-2021 were
included.
As per the inclusion criteria, (i) studies that
compared the clinical outcomes between ACDA
and ACDFWP in patients with cervical spondylosis,
(ii) studies where complete data were available,
(iii) randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and
nonrandomized-controlled trials (nRCTs), and
(iv) studies wherein at least one of the following
assessments for clinical outcomes were reported: Neck
Disability Index (NDI) score, Visual Analog Score
(VAS), Japanese Orthopaedic Association (JOA) score,
cervical alignment (The overall sagittal alignment
of the cervical spine was calculated by the Cobb
angle between the C2 and C7 vertebrae on the lateral
radiograph), operative time, blood loss, complications,
and Swallowing Quality of Life Score (SWAL-QL),
were included. Furthermore, (i) non-English studies,
(ii) review papers, (iii) meta-analyses, (iv) case reports
and serious case reports, as well as (v) letters were
excluded.
2.2. Data extraction
Three authors (JP, SL, XL) performed the literature
search, read the title and abstract, and then screened
the studies as per the inclusion/exclusion criteria.
Subsequently, a senior scientist (TA) cross-checked and
confirmed the quality of the included literature. Three
authors (JP, SL, HS) extracted information (information
of enrolled patients, therapy, experimental design,
and outcome assessments) from the final selection of
studies. We classified the assessments into two groups.
One group contained indices that directly evaluated
the clinical outcomes, including the NDI, VAS, JOA
and cervical alignment; anther group contained the
other factors associated with the surgeries, including
operative time, blood loss, complications, and
SWAL-QL. We discussed the data every day to reach
consensus. Finally, all the data were checked by thirdparty authors (DZ, RZ, MH, PL) before submission for
the meta-analysis.
2.3. Statistical analyses
We designed and performed this study strictly as per the
PRISMA guidelines (11). We employed a RevMan 5.3
software (The Nordic Cochrane Center, The Cochrane
Collaboration, Copenhagen, Denmark) for the metaanalysis. The odds ratio (OR) and the corresponding
95% confidence interval (CI) were calculated for the
dichotomous outcomes. The mean difference (MD),
and the 95% CI were calculated for the continuous data.
During the homogeneity test, when p ≥ 0.1 and I2 ≤
50%, the studies were considered to be homogeneous,
which were analyzed with a fixed-effect model; when
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p < 0.1 and I2 > 50%, the studies were regarded to be
heterogeneous, which were analyzed with a randomeffects model. Subgroups analyses were performed
for considering the subgroups in some groups, such as
VAS (neck and arm), cervical alignment (whole and
local) and complications (ASD is regarded as the most
important adverse event).
2.4. Assessment of study quality of the included studies
Three authors (SL, JP and RX) performed quality
assessment for the study. A Risk of Bias (RoB) in Nonrandomized Studies of Interventions (ROBINS-I)
tool (12) was employed to assess the study quality of
nRCTs. A RoB battery developed by the Cochrane
Collaboration was used for the RCTs (13).

3. Results
3.1. Literature searching results
Total 3100 studies were identified in the first search.
First, duplicate studies (1,198) and those with an
inappropriate title and abstract (1,619) were excluded.
Thereafter, the remaining 283 studies were read and
selected within which 275 items were excluded. Finally,
8 studies were included and submitted for the metaanalysis (Figure 2). The characteristics of the included
studies are listed in Table 1.
3.2. Assessments of the study quality
Figure 3 shows the results of the assessments of study
quality using a RoB tool (for RCTs) and a ROBINS-I
tool (for nRCTs). Overall, three RCTs had low RoB.
Only one study (Qizhi et al. 2016) had a high risk of
blinding, and one study a had high risk of other bias
(Donk et al. 2017b). The study quality of the included
RCTs was satisfactory (Figure 3A). However, the study
quality of the included nRCTs was weaker. The study
by Park et al. 2008 had a serious RoB and that by Vorsic
et al. 2010 had a critical RoB. Confounding bias was
involved in 2 studies (14,15). One study had missing data
(14). Overall, two studies were of low quality (14,15),
and other 3 studies were identified as having moderate
study quality (Figure 3B). We could not evaluate the
publication bias because only 3 RCTs and 5 nRCTs were
included in this study.
3.3. Assessments of the postoperative clinical efficacy
achieved with the ACDFWP and ACDA.

Figure 2. Flow chart of the searching strategy and selection of
literature reports.

Figure 3 shows the results of the assessments of study
quality using a RoB tool (for RCTs) and a ROBINS-I

Table 1. Characteristics of the included studies
Included Trials

Study Design

Sample size

Average age (ȳ)

Gender (M/F)

Level

Implants

Park et al. 2008

R
P

Park et al. 2012

R

Qizhi et al. 2016

RCT

Shi et al. 2016a

R

Shi et al. 2016b

P

45
47
48.1
51.3
39.9
44.3
46.79
48.13
46.5
47.4
48.9 ± 7.0
50.6 ± 7.2
44.1 ± 6.4
43.1 ± 7.5
53.6 ± 6.9
52.2 ± 8.1

11/10
20/12
13/27
12/28
19/3
11/10
9/5
11/5
24/36
33/35
30/25
37/20
24/26
25/22
24/26
25/22

1

Vorsic et al. 2010

ACDA: 21
ACDFWP: 32
ACDA: 40
ACDFWP: 40
ACDA: 22
ACDFWP: 21
ACDA: 14
ACDFWP: 16
ACDA: 60
ACDFWP: 68
ACDA: 55
ACDFWP: 57
ACDA: 50
ACDFWP: 47
ACDA: 50
ACDFWP: 47

Mobi-C
Solis
ProDisc-C
ChronOS
ProDisc-C
Solis
Discover
Zore-P
Discover
Zore-P
Discover
Zore-P
Bryan
Brantigan
Bryan
Brantigan

Donk et al. 2017a

RCT

Donk et al. 2017b

RCT

1/2
1
2
1
1
1
1

ACDA: anterior cervical disc arthroplasty; ACDFWP: anterior cervical discectomy and fusion without plate; R: Retrospective; P: Prospective;
RCT: Randomized controlled study.
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Figure 3. Quality assessment of the involved literatures with a
RoB tool for RCTs (A) and a ROBINS-I tool for nRCTs (B). L
= Low, UC = Unclear, H = High, M = Moderate, S = Serious, C =
Critical, NI = No information.

Figure 4. Meta-analysis for the clinical assessments of ACDA and
ACDFWP. A. Forest plot for the scores of NDI. B. Forest plot for the
scores of VAS. C. Forest plot for the scores of JOA. D. Forest plot for
the scores of cervical alignment.

tool (for nRCTs). Overall, three RCTs had low RoB.
Only one study (Qizhi et al. 2016) had a high risk of
blinding, and one study a had high risk of other bias
(Donk et al. 2017b). The study quality of the included
RCTs was satisfactory (Figure 3A). However, the study
quality of the included nRCTs was weaker. The study
by Park et al. 2008 had a serious RoB and that by Vorsic
et al. 2010 had a critical RoB. Confounding bias was
involved in 2 studies (14,15). One study had missing data
(14). Overall, two studies were of low quality (14,15),
and other 3 studies were identified as having moderate
study quality (Figure 3B). We could not evaluate the
publication bias because only 3 RCTs and 5 nRCTs were
included in this study.

95% CI [−0.21, 0.51], P = 0.40, I2 = 0%) (Figure 4A).

3.3.1. NDI

Two studies reported the postoperative JOA scores
(17,18), with 158 patients being enrolled. The pooled
analysis showed no significant difference in the
postoperative JOA scores of the ACDFWP and ACDA
(MD = 0.05, 95% CI [−0.36, 0.46], P = 0.80, I2 = 0%)
(Figure 4C).

From among the studies that have reported postoperative
NDI scores, one study (14) was excluded owing to lack
of data on standard deviation of NDI. The remaining five
studies (15-19) reported the postoperative NDI for 378
patients. No significant difference was observed in the
NDI scores of the ACDFWP and ACDA (MD = 0.15,

3.3.2. VAS
Four studies (14-16,19) reported the postoperative VAS
scores, within one study (14) was withdrawn for analysis
because they did not report the standard deviation.
The remaining three studies suggested non-significant
differences in the VAS scores of the two groups (MD =
−0.40, 95% CI [−0.83, 0.04], P = 0.07, I2 = 0%). We also
introduced subgroups analysis and found no difference
between the subgroups (Figure 4B).
3.3.3. JOA

3.3.4. Cervical alignment
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5.22), P = 0.46, I2 = 93%) (Figure 5A).
3.4.2. Blood loss
Two studies reported blood loss (18,20). Total 240
patients were enrolled. However, no significant
difference was identified between the ACDFWP and
ACDA (MD = 2.45, 95% CI [−1.06, 5.97], P = 0.17, I2 =
0%) (Figure 5B).
3.4.3. Swallowing Quality of Life Score
SWAL-QL was reported in two studies (17,20) that
involved 142 patients enrolled. No significant difference
was found in the SWAL-QL of the two groups (MD =
0.80, 95% CI [−0.12, 1.73], P = 0.09, I2 = 0%) (Figure
5C).
3.4.4. Complications

Figure 5. Meta-analyses of the other outcome indices of ACDA
and ACDFWP. A. Forest plot for the operative time. B. Forest plot
for the scores of blood loss. C. Forest plot for the scores of SWALQL. D. Forest plot for the scores of complications.

Six studies (14,16-18,20,21) reported the cervical
alignment, while two (14,16) were excluded because
they did not report the standard deviation. We
conducted subgroups analyses to decrease the potential
heterogeneity, and no significant differences were
observed between the subgroups. Overall, the remaining
four studies indicated that the cervical alignment was
better in the ACDFWP (vs. ACDA, MD = −0.67, 95% CI
[−1.11, −0.23], P = 0.003, I2 = 20%) (Figure 4D).
The assessment of postoperative clinical efficacy
showed that the ACDFWP exhibited better efficacy only
in the cervical alignment. No other significant difference
was found in the other 3 indices.
3.4. Assessments of other clinical factors
3.4.1. Operation time
Four studies reported the operation time; two studies
(14,16) were excluded owing to lack of data on standard
deviation. Analysis of the remaining two studies (18,20)
that included 240 patients found no difference between
the ACDFWP and ACDA (MD = −3.11, 95% CI (−11.44,

Complications were reported in 6 studies (14-19) that
involved 431 patients enrolled. No significant difference
was observed in the complications between the two
groups (MD = 1.06, 95% CI [0.65, 1.74], P = 0.81,
I2 = 47%) (Figure 5D). Particularly, with regard to the
frequency of occurrence of ASD, there were 19 cases in
the ACDFWP and 13 cases in the ACDA, no significant
difference was found between two groups (Z =1.23, P =
0.22) (Figure 5D).
No significant difference was found in the other
clinical-related indices.
4. Discussion
The present study compared the efficacy and other
factors associated with the clinical outcome of ACDFWP
and ACDA. To our knowledge, this is the first metaanalysis to compare these two alternative surgeries.
We found that the ACDFWP seems had better efficacy
in terms of cervical alignment than that ACDA. No
significant difference was found in the other indices. Our
results suggest a slight superiority of ACDFWP. These
findings might contribute to the selection of surgery
type in patients with cervical spondylosis. However, the
relatively small number of included studies lowered the
evidence level.
In the present study, 8 studies (3 RCTs and 5 nRCTs,
640 patients enrolled) were evaluated. Although 3 RCTs
were included, the quality of the included RCTs were
satisfactory, and the quality of the included nRCTs was
moderate (Figure 3). Evidence-based comparison of the
studies has limited worthiness.
With respect to the comparisons of clinical efficacy,
the indices of NDI (MD = 0.15, 95% CI [−0.21, 0.51],
P = 0.40, I2 = 0%), VAS (MD = −0.40, 95% CI [−0.83,
0.04], P = 0.07, I2 = 0%), and JOA (MD = 0.05, 95%
CI [−0.36, 0.46], P = 0.80, I2 = 0%) showed the same
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tendency. The homogeneity of the involved studies was
high. We did not find any difference between the two
surgeries. However, the results of the cervical alignment
(MD = −0.67, 95% CI [−1.11, −0.23], P = 0.003, I2 =
20%) indicated better efficacy of ACDFWP (Figure 4).
Under the support of cage, ACDF could achieve good
operative alignment recovery.
With regard to the indices of other factors, we found
no difference between the operation time [MD = −3.11,
95% CI (−11.44, 5.22), P = 0.46, I2 = 93%], blood loss
[MD = 2.45, 95% CI (−1.06, 5.97), P = 0.17, I2 = 0%],
SWAL-QL [MD = 0.80, 95% CI (−0.12, 1.73), P = 0.09,
I2 = 0%], and complications [MD = 1.06, 95% CI (0.65,
1.74), P = 0.81, I2 = 47%]. There was no difference in the
operation time and blood loss, postoperative QOL, and
complications. ASD is the most important complication
that must be considered while selecting the surgery. The
aim of developing these alternative surgeries was to
reduce the risk of complications, particularly, the onset
of ASD because placing the anterior plate during the
conventional ACDF is risky (22,23). It was reported that
the incidence of ASD in ACDFWP was significantly
lower than that in conventional ACDF (24). ACDA is
another alternative surgery that is believed to lower the
incidence of ASD onset. Previous evidence shows that
ACDA contributes to maintain the motion at the involved
segments and had a lower reoperation rate than those in
conventional ACDF (1,25-27); a current study proved the
long-term efficacy of ACDA in reducing the risk of ASD
(9). However, our study found no difference between the
ACDFWP and ACDA (X2 = 4.95, P = 0.18, I2 = 39%)
(Figure 5).
However, conventional ACDF (with plate), alternative
ACDFWP, and ACDA, all the existing surgeries
have their specific advantages and disadvantages. i)
Conventional ACDF vs. alternative ACDF: Although
alternative ACDF achieved low onset of ASD, the
conventional ACDF (with plate), as the gold standard
therapy for cervical spondylosis, also has its merits.
Current two studies indicated that conventional ACDF is
good for ensuring greater restoration of alignment in the
operative segment (21,28). A long-term follow-up study
found that the operative segmental alignment gradually
decreased, and the overall alignment increased with time
(21). ii) Convention ACDF vs. ACDA: In addition to the
low risk of ASD, ACDA has good efficacy. According
to the results of several meta-analyses (29,30), the
efficacy and safety of ACDA were superior to those of
conventional ACDF. After a long-term follow-up, Ma
et al. reported that ACDA was superior to conventional
ACDF in terms of VAS and the overall success rate (30).
Zhao et al. found that ACDA achieved a higher SF-36, a
larger range of movement, a higher rate of neurological
improvement, a lower VAS, a lower NDI, and a lower
reoperation rate than conventional ACDF (29). Other
studies have also indicated that ACDA was slightly better
than the conventional ACDF in terms of the VAS score
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(15,16,19) and SWAL-QL (17,20). However, ACDA
also has its disadvantages. Tian et al. reported that
ACDA might contribute to promote the progression of
heterotopic ossification, especially for patients who had
been preoperatively developed (31). Latka et al. reported
that ACDA involved a longer operation time and more
blood loss than the conventional ACDF. A longer traction
on the structures of the soft neck is a major disadvantage
of ACDA (9). iii) Alternative ACDF vs. ACDA (the
present study): We found that only the alternative ACDF
exhibited a slight benefit in the cervical alignment as
compared to ACDA. No significant difference was
found in the other indices between alternative ACDF and
ACDA. In sum, both the conventional and alternative
surgeries have their strengths and weaknesses. Based
on the evidence available today, they cannot replace
each other. The appropriate surgery should be seriously
selected according to the individual pathophysiological
state of each patient.
There are certain limitations of this study, as follows:
i) The small number of included studies; only 3 RCTs
were included; only studies published in English
were included. Two studies by the same authors were
included, namely Shi 2016a (20) and Shi 2016b (18), and
Donk 2017a (19) and Donk 2017b (21). Although we
have investigated the studies and excluded the possibility
of overlap of patients, but the data sources were too
narrow, which lowered the reliability of the evidence.
ii) The study quality of some the included studies was
low. iii) The heterogeneity of some items (operation
time, complications) was high, lowering the level of
evidence. iv) Long-term observation was not performed
in all included literatures, which is required on the study
of ASD. More rigorous studies with long-term followup are expected to compare the alternative ACDF and
ACDA, particularly for the onset of ASD.
5. Conclusions
In this study, we compared the clinical outcomes between
the alternative ACDFWP and ACDA. We found that the
ACDFWP exhibited slightly better cervical alignment
than ACDA. No significant difference was found in the
other items, including NDI, VAS, JOA, operation time,
blood loss, SWAL-QL, and complications. These findings
may contribute to the selection of the appropriate surgery
for patients with cervical spondylosis. However, limited
studies exist; thus, the evidence level is low. Larger,
better-planned studies are required in the future.
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SUMMARY

Smooth muscle disorders affecting both the intestine and the bladder have been known for a decade.
However, the recent discovery of genes associated with these dysfunctions has led to the description
of several clinical phenotypes. We performed a systematic review of all published cases involving
seven genes with pathogenic variants, ACTG2, MYH11, FLNA, MYLK, RAD21, MYL9 and LMOD1,
and included 28 articles describing 112 patients and 5 pregnancies terminated before birth. The most
commonly described mutations involved ACTG2 (75/112, 67% of patients), MYH11 (14%) and FLNA
(13%). Twenty-seven patients (28%) died at a median age of 14.5 months. Among the 76 patients for
whom this information was available, 10 (13%) had isolated chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction
(CIPO), 17 (22%) had isolated megacystis, and 48 (63%) had combined CIPO and megacystis. The
respective proportions of these phenotypes were 9%, 20% and 71% among the 56 patients with
ACTG2 mutations, 20%, 20% and 60% among the 10 patients with MYH11 mutations and 50%, 50%
and 0% among the 7 patients with FLNA mutations.

Keywords

smooth muscle motility disorders, chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction, megacystis, ACTG2,
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1. Introduction
Smooth muscle motility disorders are a set of
congenital diseases often associated with chronic
intestinal pseudo obstruction (CIPO), hypoperistalsis,
megacystis and/or microcolon (1-3). There are no
pathognomonic signs and until recently, these disorders
could only be diagnosed clinically, often at birth but
sometimes prenatally (4,5). The characteristic symptom
is abdominal distension, suggestive of mechanical
obstruction but without radiologically or surgically
detectable mechanical obstruction or any organic,
systemic or metabolic disease (6,7). The rarity of
these conditions means that epidemiological data are
scarce and only small case series have been reported
(8). In the last few years however, several genes with
pathogenic variants that encode proteins involved
in smooth muscle contraction have been associated
with these phenotypes: ACTG2 (9-24), MYH11 (2428), LMOD1 (29), MYLK (30), MYL9 (31), FLNA
(32-34) and RAD21 (35). Little is known about the
different phenotypes or their evolution. We therefore
performed a systematic review of all published cases

of smooth muscle motility disorders associated with
mutations in these seven genes to summarize current
genetic knowledge and provide an overview of the
clinical phenotypes, treatment methods and outcomes
of these congenital diseases in terms of the associated
mutations.
2. Literature search strategies and analysis methods
2.1. Search strategies
The literature review was conducted according to
PRISMA guidelines. A MEDLINE (PubMed) search
was performed on 2 October 2020 using the following
terms: "ACTG2 CIPO", "ACTG2 hypoperistalsis",
"ACTG2 smooth muscle motility disorders", "MYH11
CIPO", "MYH11 hypoperistalsis", "MYH11 smooth
muscle motility disorders", "FLNA hypoperistalsis",
"FLNA CIPO", "FLNA smooth muscle motility
disorders", "MYLK CIPO", "MYLK hypoperistalsis",
"MYLK smooth muscle motility disorders", "RAD21
CIPO", "RAD21 hypoperistalsis", "RAD21 smooth
muscle motility disorders", "MYL9 hypoperistalsis",
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"MYL9 CIPO", "MYL9 smooth muscle motility
disorders", "LMOD1 CIPO", "LMOD1 hypoperistalsis",
and "LMOD1 smooth muscle motility disorders".
Another search was performed on March 2020 in
Google Scholar for articles cited by Halim et al. 2017
(29), Moreno et al. 2018 (31), Gauthier et al. 2015,
Bonora et al. 2015 (33), Oda et al. 2016 (34), and
Wangler et al. 2014 (10).The resulting articles were
included if they contained a clinical description of
patients with mutations in one of the seven considered
genes. No ethics approval was required under French
law as the study only involved data analysis. Database
data were used in accordance with the corresponding
data use agreements.
2.2. Selection and description of cases
Cases were included if they were associated with
mutations in either ACTG2, MYH11, FLNA, MYLK,
RAD21, MYL9 or LMOD1 and if gastrointestinal or
urologic symptoms were described. The data collected
were the patients' sex, anthropometric data at birth and
at last follow-up, prenatal manifestations (megacystis,
hydronephrosis, dilated bowel), and digestive and urinary
manifestations (signs of CIPO, presence of megacystis,
description of colon). The mode of inheritance of the
mutation, use and duration of parenteral nutrition, need
for ostomy, bladder catheterization or vesicostomy, and
mortality and cause of death were also recorded.
2.3. Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were performed using biostatgv
(https://biostatgv.sentiweb.fr/). Variables were expressed
as number, percentage and median. Birth weight
percentiles were calculated using Audipog (https://www.
audipog.net/Courbes-morpho). Weight Z-scores were
calculated using Peditool (https://www.peditools.org/).
P-values < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.
Protein–protein interaction networks were built using the
STRING (Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting
Genes/Proteins; https://string-db.org/) database, using
defaults settings with the highest confidence score (0.9)
and without text mining.
3. Results
3.1. Population
Sixty-one articles were retrieved using the search terms,
of which 28 satisfied the inclusion criteria (Supplemental
Figure S1, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=119). Among the 117
cases described (61 male, 53 female, 3 of unknown sex),
5 (2 male, 2 female and 1 of unknown sex) were only
included in the analysis of prenatal signs because the
corresponding pregnancies were terminated before birth.
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The patients' clinical characteristics are listed by gene
mutation in Table 1. Follow-up information was available
for 83 patients. The median age at last follow-up was
16.5 years (198 months; range, 0.2–882 months). The
mortality rate was 28% (the information of the outcome
was known for 95 patients, among them 27 patients have
died), with a median age at death of 14.5 months (range,
0.2–414 months).
3.2. Mortality
The outcome of 17 patients (15%) was unknown.
The mortality rate was 8.8 per 1,000 patients-years.
Information on the cause of death was available in 16/27
cases: four patients each died of sepsis, multisystem
organ failure, and single organ failure (liver failure,
pancreatitis, cardiac arrest, and respiratory failure),
two patients died after treatment was discontinued, one
died of surgical complications and for one there was no
obvious cause of the death. The Kaplan–Meier survival
curve is shown in Supplemental Figure S2 (http://
www.irdrjournal.com/action/getSupplementalData.
php?ID=119 ).
3.3. Prenatal signs
Prenatal signs were described for 58/117 patients
(50%), including 44/77 (57%) of those with an ACTG2
mutation, 5/18 (28%) of those with an MYH11 mutation,
4/14 (29%) of those with a FLNA mutation and all 5
patients with a MYLK, MYL9 or LMOD1 mutation
(Supplemental Table S2, http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=119). The prenatal
signs were mainly in the urinary tract: megacystis (55
patients), hydronephrosis (14 patients), polyhydramnios
(13 patients) and oligohydramnios (11 patients). Prenatal
gastrointestinal signs such as a dilated or echogenic
bowel were reported in six patients. For the 14 patients
with available data the median birth term was 38
weeks and the median birthweight Z-score was 0.175
(Supplemental Table S3, http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=119).
3.4. Pattern of inheritance
The inheritance pattern of the ACTG2 mutations was in
most cases (54/77) autosomal dominant but five cases
involved a family history of the mutation. The inheritance
of the MYH11, MYLK, MYL9 and RAD21 mutations was
autosomal recessive in 20/36 cases. X-linked recessive
inheritance was described for one FLNA mutation.
3.5. Phenotypes
Information on the patients' clinical symptoms,
including bladder and/or intestinal involvement,
was available for 76 patients (Supplementary
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Male/Female

33/40 (44%)
10/6 (63%)
13/1 (93%)
1/1 (50%)
2/1 (67%)
0/1
0/1
59/51 (54%)

n

75 (67%)
16 (14.3%)
14 (12.5%)
2 (1.8%)
3 (2.7%)
1 (0.9%)
1 (0.9%)
112

45/20
14/2
7/0
0/2
2/1
0/1
0/1
68/27 (72%)

Alive/Dead
138 (0.2-882, n = 54)
378 (0.5-846, n = 16)
240 (72-618, n = 7)
0.5 (n = 1)
354 (318-366, n = 3)
20 (n = 1)
0.2 (n = 1)
198 (0.2-882, n = 83)

Age at last follow-up
(months)

Death rate per 1,000
patients-yeara

21.5 (0.2-414, n = 12)
13.51
9.25 (0.5-18, n = 2)
3.52
0
0.5 (n = 1)
354 (n = 1)
11.6
20 (n = 1)
0.2 (n = 1)
14.5 (0.2-414, n = 18) 8.8/1000 patients per year

Age at death
(months)
44/6
5/0
4/0
3/0
1/0
1/0
58/6 (91%)

Prenatal signsb,
yes/no
56/11
14/2
7/7
2/0
3/0
1/0
0/1
83/21 (80%)

CIPO
yes/no
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Age at start of parenteral
nutrition (months)

0 (0-42, n = 19)
0 (0-0, n = 2)
0 (0-0, n = 2)
0 (n = 1)
0 (n = 1)
0 (0-42, n = 25)

Parenteral nutrition
yes/no

39/9
3/6
4/0
1/0
1/0
1/0
49/15 (77%)
2/25
0/2
1/1
0/1
0/1
0/1
3/31 (9 %)

Parenteral nutrition
weaning yes/no
90 (n = 1)
9 (n = 1)
49.5 (9-90, n = 2)

Age at parenteral nutrition
weaning (months)
16/42
1/7
2/5
0/1
0/2
1/0
0/1
20/58 (26%)

Stomy yes/no

29/28
1/7
0/2
1/0
0/2
1/0
0/1
32/40 (44%)

Ileostomy yes/no

Data are expressed as number (percentage) or median (range, number of observations). *calculated only if more than 2 patients.CIPO, chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction.

ACTG2
MYH11
FLNA
MYLK
RAD21
MYL9
LMOD1
TOTAL

Gene

Table 1. Patient clinical characteristics according to gene mutation (continued)

Data are expressed as number (percentage) or median (range, number of observations). *calculated only if more than 2 patients.CIPO, chronic intestinal pseudo-obstruction.

ACTG2
MYH11
FLNA
MYLK
RAD21
MYL9
LMOD1
TOTAL

Gene

Table 1. Patient clinical characteristics according to gene mutation

21/24/2
3/-/1/-/1/0/0
1/0/0
27/24/2 (51%)

59/5
8/2
3/2
1/0
1/0
1/0
73/9 (89%)

36/3
1/0
3/2
1/0
-/1/0
1/0
43/5 (90%)

Bladder catheterization or
vesicostomy yes/no

Colon
micro/normal/mega

MEGACYSTIS
yes/no
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Table S1, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=119 ). Figure 1
shows a Venn diagram of the most common clinical
phenotypes, along with separate diagrams for the
three most commonly associated genes, ACTG2,
MYH11 and FLNA. The most common phenotype was
CIPO associated with megacystis (in 68% of patients
whose symptoms were described). A few patients
with FLNA and LMOD1 mutations had isolated CIPO
and 4/10 patients with a MHY11 mutation had either
isolated CIPO (n = 2) or isolated megacystis (n = 2).
Descriptions of the bladder (normal or enlarged) were
lacking for all three patients with RAD21 mutations;
none of these patients had CIPO (Supplemental
Table S1, http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=119).
The colon was described in 47/75 patients with an
ACTG2 mutation, among which 21 had microcolon,
but only in 3/16 patients with a MYH11 mutation, all
three of whom had microcolon. Descriptions of the
colon were given for all two patients with either a
MYL9 or LMOD1, and it was a microcolon for each.
Only one description of the colon (microcolon) over
the two patients for MYLK mutation. The colon was not
described for any of the 17 patients with FLNA (n = 14)
or RAD21 (n = 3) mutations.
3.6. Managements
Total parenteral nutrition (TPN) was known for 64/112
patients and required in 49/64 patients (77%), 39 of
whom had an ACTG2 mutation. TPN was typically
started soon after birth (median age at start, 0 months;
range, 0.2–42 months, n = 25) and weaning, when
mentioned (n = 34), was only achieved in 3 patients
(9%). The age at weaning was only described for two
patients, who were respectively weaned at 9 and 90
months. Intermittent catheterization or vesicostomy
to ensure bladder decompression and prevent renal
scarring or failure was mentioned for 48 patients,
and performed for 43 of these (90%). Surgery was
mentioned in 84 cases and performed for 71 of these
patients (85%).
3.7. Protein interactions
Predicted protein-protein interactions using the
STRING database indicate that five of the seven
analyzed genes (ACTG2, MYH11, MYLK, MYL9 and
LMOD1) are functionally associated as part of a larger
unit (Supplementary Figure 3, http://www.irdrjournal.
com/action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=119). The
networks built separately for each protein in turn show
that LMOD1 interacts with all four other proteins,
while the remaining four (ACTG2, MYH11, MYL9 and
MYLK) only interact with three of the other four. This
analysis also confirms that RAD21 and FLNA do not
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interact with the other proteins. Note that three proteins
appear in several networks: ACTA2 and TPM2 interact
with ACTG2, MYH11, MYL9 and LMOD1, and TPM1
interacts with ACTG2, MYL9 and LMOD1.
4. Discussion
In this study, we reviewed all 117 published cases of
smooth muscle motility disorder linked to seven genes
with pathogenic mutations: ACTG2, MYH11, FLNA,
MYLK, RAD21, MYL9 and LMOD1. The main finding
is that the most commonly described phenotype is
combined CIPO and megacystis, similar to what has
been described for megacystis microcolon intestinal
hypoperistalsis syndrome (MMIHS) (1,2,4) — although
microcolon was not systematically reported in the cases
reviewed here — and to pediatric intestinal pseudoobstruction (PIPO) (36).
We identified five major genes implicated in these
cases, ACTG2, MYH11, MYLK, MYL9 and LMOD1,
as noticed previously by Ambartsumyan et al. (6). We
started our analysis with the seven genes associated
in the literature with smooth muscle motility disorder,
and then classified the phenotypes of the corresponding
patients, rather than starting with known phenotypes
(such as MMIHS, CIPO, multisystemic smooth muscle
dysfunction syndrome, hollow visceral myopathy,
prune belly syndrome) to identify genes as done in
previous studies. This is a major strength of this study,
one of the largest reviews of published cases of smooth
muscle motility disorder. Our results confirm that there
is high phenotype variability for all the considered
gene mutations, which clearly limits the possibility
of associating distinct forms of smooth muscle
motility disorder with particular genes. Note that other
phenotypes, such as isolated megacystis and isolated
CIPO, are also possible.
In a systematic review of patient outcomes in
MMIHS (37), Gosemann and Puri found that 80% of
children with MMIHS died before adulthood (the oldest
MMIHS patents alive were reported to be 19 and 24
years old). The mortality rate in the cases reviewed
here was 28%, with 84% survival at five years and
80% at ten years. The major causes of death were
sepsis and multisystemic organ failure, probably as
a result of improved management of these diseases.
Soh et al. (38) found likewise in their 2015 review of
cases in Japan, with 42% of children diagnosed with
MMIHS dying of enteritis or sepsis and five and tenyear survival rates of 63% and 57%. Further studies to
explore the outcomes and clinical effectiveness of total
parenteral nutrition and with multiorgan transplantation
with multidisciplinary care are required to evaluate
current survival rates, even if no specialized treatment
is yet available. Our review confirms that smooth
muscle motility disorders are severe diseases, with total
parenteral nutrition required in many cases and weaning
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Figure 1. Venn diagrams of the most common clinical phenotypes among 112 patients with a pathogenic variant of ACTG2, MYH11,
FLNA, MYLK, RAD21, MYL9 or LMOD1, and separate diagrams for the three most commonly associated genes.

very rare (in only 9% of cases this series). It is unclear
whether the better outcomes identified in this study are
due to gene analyses or to improved care in the past few
years.
The limitations of this study include different levels
of missing patient data in the included articles, and the
fact that cases were selected based on gastrointestinal
and/or urological symptoms only, meaning, for
example, that patients with an FLNA mutation but only
neurological symptoms were not included. Our results
may also be biased by the initial distribution of the
genes with 67% of cases associated with an ACTG2
mutation, the main gene encoding the smooth muscle
actin found in enteric tissues, 14% associated with
MYH11 mutations, and 13% with FLNA, while only 6%
of cases involved MYLK, MYL9, RAD21 or LMOD1
mutations.
Our analysis based on the STRING database
suggests the five main genes (ACTG2, MYH11, MYLK,
MYL9 and LMOD1) are related as part of a protein
interaction network, the same five genes identified by
Ambartsumyan et al. (6) in cases of MMIHS. These
proteins also share interaction partners, namely ACTA2,
TPM1, TPM2. An ACTA2 mutation has been described in
a case of multisystemic smooth muscle dysfunction (24),
a severe phenotype with visceral myopathy. Heterozygous
variants of ACTA2 were first described in individuals
with familial thoracic aortic aneurysm (39), a phenotype
also described for pathogenic MYH11 variants. It would
be interesting to see if the two other shared interaction
partners, TPM1 and TPM2, are also implicated in other
forms of motility disorders or might be predicted to be if
no case has yet been described in the literature.
In conclusion, smooth muscle motility disorders

are rare, often unrecognized, severe diseases, due to
impaired smooth muscle function, whose complications
are disabling and can be life-threatening in short to
medium term. Our review highlights the variability
of clinical phenotypes for each gene mutation,
preventing any simple gene–phenotype association.
Multigene panel testing of ACTG2, MYH11, MYLK,
MYL9 and LMOD1 should be considered in patients
with hypoperistalsis, signs of CIPO and/or enlarged
bladder, or with prenatal signs such as megacystis. The
variability of symptoms makes this group of smooth
muscle motility disorders a diagnostic challenge but
information on associated genetic variants should
facilitate diagnosis and classification.
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SUMMARY

The guidelines provided by American College of Medical Genetics and Genomics (ACMG) and
the Association of Molecular Pathology (AMP) (ACMG/AMP guidelines) suggest a framework
for the classification of clinical variants. However, the interpretations can be inconsistent, with
each definition sometimes proving to be ambiguous. In particular, there can be difficulty with
interpretation of variants related to the X-linked recessive trait. To confirm whether there are biases
in the interpretation of inherited traits, we reanalyzed variants reported prior to the release of the
ACMG/AMP guidelines. As expected, the interpretation ratio as pathogenic or likely pathogenic was
significantly lower for variants related to the X-linked recessive trait. Evaluation of variants related
to the X-linked recessive trait, hence, need to consider whether the variant is identified only in males
in accordance with the X-linked recessive trait. The ACMG/AMP guidelines should be revised to
eliminate the bias revealed in this study.
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1. Introduction
When medical diagnoses are difficult to achieve based
on just the clinical information, patients and their
families often experience a "diagnostic odyssey" that
requires unnecessary medical evaluations (1). The longer
the diagnostic odyssey, the greater the disadvantage
to the patients and their families. Patients subjected to
a diagnostic odyssey may have rare and undiagnosed
genomic disorders that can only be identified using
genomic analyses. Rare diseases only occur in a fraction
of the general population. However, collectively, they
comprise approximately 7,000 different disorders,
the majority of which have a genetic origin (2). Thus,
systematic and comprehensive genomic analyses to
identify the causative genetic variants of rare and
undiagnosed diseases would assist patients and their
families (3).
Massive parallel sequencing analyses using next
generation sequencing to detect causative variants of
Mendelian disorders in undiagnosed patients have led to
the identification of unprecedented numbers of genomic
variants. Almost all variants have been unrelated to the
disease diagnosis. Thus, for Mendelian disorders, the
identification of one or two disease-causing sequence

variants typically represents a bottleneck in the filtering
of many sequence variants (4). This filtering step
generally uses population data, computational predictive
data, variant types, gene-specific information, variant
segregation, and functional data (5). After narrowing
down the potential candidate variants, it needs to be
determined whether these variants are indeed causative.
This requires a process of systematic interpretation.
In 2008, the American College of Medical Genetics
and Genomics (ACMG) issued recommendations for
interpretative categories of sequence variants (6). In
2015, a workgroup of the ACMG and the Association
of Molecular Pathology (AMP) provided defined terms
and detailed variant classification guidance as updated
standards and guidelines for the interpretation of
sequence variants (7).
The ACMG/AMP guidelines are recommended for
the interpretation of sequence variants in Mendelian
disorders. Using the guidelines, variants are classified
into five categories: pathogenic, likely pathogenic,
uncertain significance (VUS), likely benign, and benign
(8). However, the interpretations can be inconsistent,
with each definition sometimes proving to be
ambiguous, and molecular geneticists can have a bias
favoring overestimation of pathogenicity (9). Therefore,
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it is necessary to share the nuances that enable more
accurate variant interpretations to be obtained among
molecular geneticists through professional training
(10). The guidelines in fact mention that it is necessary
to develop more focused guidance regarding the
classification of variants in specific genes (7). Indeed,
hearing loss-specific guidelines have been established,
and these have resolved discrepancies in variation
classification, leading to more consistent results for
patients in need of an accurate diagnosis (11).
In the past decade, we have participated in research
to identify the genomic background of patients with
undiagnosed neurodevelopmental disorders (12).
In this research project, we experienced difficulties
in determining disease-causing variants related to
X-linked genes, and we considered whether the ACMG/
AMP guidelines may exhibit biases in the scoring
system depending on the mode of inheritance. Here,
we evaluated the scoring system of the ACMG/AMP
guidelines for inheritance patterns, and we considered
whether there is a better way to interpret such sequence
variants.
2. Materials and Methods
Variants reported as disease-related prior to the
establishment of the ACMG/AMP guidelines
were reanalyzed to assess whether there were any
discrepancies in the scoring using the ACMG/
AMP guidelines depending on the differences in the
inheritance traits, including autosomal dominant,
autosomal recessive, and X-linked. The variants reported
prior to the establishment of the ACMG/AMP guidelines
are not considered to be affected by the ACMG/
AMP guidelines. Variants were selected from reports
published in international journals with an impact factor
greater than 4 at the time of analyses. In the variant
interpretation step, InterVar, a bioinformatics software
tool for clinical interpretation of genetic variants by
the ACMG/AMP guidelines (https://wintervar.wglab.
org/), was used as the reference (13). Web-based tools,
including wANNOVAR (https://wannovar.wglab.org/)
(14,15), gnomAD (https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/),
and ClinVar (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/clinvar/),
were also used. Finally, two or more curators confirmed
the scoring based on the ACMG/AMP guidelines.
According to the obtained results of the variants
previously reported as disease-causing prior to 2015,
the proportion of the variants classified as pathogenic
or likely pathogenic was aggregated according to the
inheritance manner and statistically analyzed by Fisher's
Exact Test and Yate's chi-squared test.
If the proportion of X-linked variants determined
to be pathogenic or likely pathogenic was significantly
lower, we hypothesized that an additional score specific
for X-linked variants might eliminate the difference
from other inheritance mechanisms and added a new

score for Pathogenicity of Strong Evidence (PS score) or
Pathogenicity of Moderate Evidence (PM score) in cases
where the target patient was a male and females carrying
the same variant did not exhibit any clinical symptoms
except for in specific cases. We further examined
whether the above difference could be eliminated by
the addition of new scores when the target patient was
a male, and females carrying the same variant did not
exhibit any clinical symptoms except for in specific
cases.
3. Results
We selected the reports published prior to 2015. For
variants associated with the autosomal dominant
trait, 158 variants of 13 genes were selected from
7 reports (16-22). All scores in accordance with
the ACMG/AMP guidelines are summarized in
Supplemental Table S1 (http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=113). Among
the evaluated variants, 143 (90.5%) were interpreted
as pathogenic or likely pathogenic (Table 1). For the
autosomal recessive trait, 109 variants of 17 genes were
selected from 11 reports (23-33). All scores are presented
in Supplemental Table S2 (http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=113). Among
these, 93 variants (85.3%) were interpreted as pathogenic
or likely pathogenic (Table 1). For the X-linked recessive
trait, 105 variants of 35 genes were selected from 9
reports (34-42). All scores are presented in Supplemental
Table S3 (http://www.irdrjournal.com/action/
getSupplementalData.php?ID=113). Among these, 42
variants (40.0%) were interpreted as pathogenic or likely
pathogenic (Table 1). There were significant differences
between autosomal dominant versus X-linked, and
autosomal recessive versus X-linked. However, there
was no significant difference between the autosomal
dominant and autosomal recessive traits.
As the ratio of the variants interpreted as pathogenic
or likely pathogenic was significantly low in case of the
X-linked recessive trait, we examined whether those
difference can be compensated after additions of a
new PS score (PSX) or PM score (PMX) as described
above. By these modifications, the ratio of the variants
interpreted as pathogenic or likely pathogenic changed
(Supplemental Tables S4 & S5, http://www.irdrjournal.
com/action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=113).
However, the statistical analysis still revealed a
significant difference between X-linked and others (Table
1).
These results are demonstrated as a bar graph for
better understanding (Figure 1).
4. Discussion
The ACMG/AMP guidelines for interpretation of
nucleotide variants were published in 2015 (7).
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Table 1. Summary of the interpretation of the variants and the results of statiscial analyses

Items

Total number
of the variants

Number of the variants
interpreted as

Fisher's Exact Test
p values

Chi-squared values
Yates' correction

Pathogenic/
Likely pathogenic

Others

versus AD

versus AR

versus AD

versus AR

Autosomal dominant
trait (AD)

158

143 (90.5%)

15 (9.5%)

NA

0.27

NA

1.2

Autosomal recessive
trait (AR)

109

93 (85.3%)

16 (14.7%)

0.27

NA

1.2

NA

X-linked recessive
trait (XLR)

105

42 (40.0%)

63 (60.0%)

2.2 × 1016*

3.7 × 1012*

74.7***

45.2***

X-linked recessive
trait (plus PS score)

105

72 (68.6%)

33 (31.4%)

1.4 × 105*

0.00534*

18.9***

7.6**

X-linked recessive
trait (plus PM score)

105

62 (59.0%)

43 (41.0%)

2.6 × 109*

1.7 × 105*

34.5***

17.2***

*

p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, NA, not applicable.

Figure 1. Distribution of the interpretation of the variants for
each inheritance trait represented by a 100% stacked chart.
The numbers in the boxes indicate the corresponding numbers of
the variants. *, Statistically significant (p < 0.05); #, no significant
difference.

These guidelines define the basic method for variant
interpretation. The interpretations provided by these
guidelines are crude, and the interpretation of each score
is somewhat ambiguous. Establishment of an individual
interpretation method corresponding to each disease or
gene is, therefore, recommended (5).
The ACMG/AMP guidelines provide a framework
for clinical variant classification (7). However, in the
process of applying the ACMG/AMG guidelines to the
classification of thousands of variants, many groups
have identified several areas in which the guidelines
lack specificity or are subject to ambiguous or
contradictory interpretation (43). Najafi et al. analyzed
the variants related to fibrillinopathies, and they noted
that it is necessary to pay attention to the possibility that
disease-related variants are included in population-based
information (4). Furthermore, disease-specific guidelines
have been published, specifically for MYH-associated
inherited cardiomyopathy (44), RASopathy (45), hearing
loss (11), and Alport syndrome (46). Nonetheless, best
practice guidelines specific for X-linked recessive rare
disorders have not yet been reported.
In this study, we evaluated variants reported before

the publication of the ACMG/AMP guidelines. As a
result, the interpretation ratio as pathogenic or likely
pathogenic was significantly lower in variants related to
the X-linked recessive trait. This indicates the existence
of a bias between inheritance traits. Most of the variants
related to the rare disorders in the autosomal dominant
trait were occurred as the consequence of de novo. The
de novo variants correspond to "PS2", indicating strong
evidence of pathogenicity. Therefore, variants associated
with autosomal dominant inheritance are more likely
to be interpreted as pathogenic/likely pathogenic. For
variants related to autosomal recessive inheritance,
"PM3" can be assigned if another pathogenic variant
was present in the trans-related allele. Therefore,
many variants related to the autosomal recessive trait
have been interpreted as either pathogenic or likely
pathogenic.
In comparison, it is difficult to interpret variants
related to the X-linked recessive trait as pathogenic or
likely pathogenic because there are no specific scores for
variants involved in the X-linked recessive inheritance.
De Luca et al. suggested that assessing pathogenicity is
more challenging in X-linked cases (47). For X-linked
variants, segregation analysis has been recommended
as a powerful tool to further confirm pathogenicity
for early-onset and high-penetrance disorders. The
identification of the variant in several affected male
family members together with their healthy or mildly
affected carrier mothers is in strong support for
pathogenicity. Thus, we considered a specific score for
variants that may be related to the X-linked recessive
inheritance.
When variants associated with the X-linked recessive
trait were identified only in male patients and the
carrier females did not exhibit any related symptoms,
we temporarily assigned a PS or a PM score, and the
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ratio of interpretation as pathogenic/likely pathogenic
increased. However, the significant difference was not
eliminated (Figure 1). Considering the situation of each
variant, some variants were inappropriately interpreted
as pathogenic after the addition of a PS score, even for
variants that should be interpreted as benign. Therefore,
assignment of a PS score may be excessive, and
assigning a PM score may be more appropriate.
In conclusion, we confirmed the bias of the ACMG/
AMP guidelines regarding inheritance traits. Evaluation
of variants related to the X-linked recessive trait should
consider whether the variant was identified only in
males in accordance with the X-linked recessive trait.
The bias revealed in this study should be eliminated by
future revision of the ACMG/AMP guidelines.
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SUMMARY

Healthcare providers play an important role in improving the health of Inborn Error of Metabolism
(IEM) patients. However, IEM knowledge level among local healthcare students has yet to be
determined. Thus, the aim of this study is to assess the knowledge and perception of IEM among local
healthcare students. An online self-administered questionnaire was distributed to 378 students across
the Faculty of Health Science, Pharmacy and Dentistry from a selected public university in Lembah
Klang, Malaysia. For knowledge, a score of 1 is assigned to each correct answer with a maximum total
score of 14. Likert scale was used to determine their perception of IEM. The total mean score of IEM
knowledge among healthcare students is 5.8. There was no significant difference of mean score of IEM
knowledge among the students from the Faculty of Health Science (6.1 ± 2.7), Pharmacy (5.5 ± 2.6)
and Dentistry (5.8 ± 2.8). However, the score of knowledge is observed to be significantly different
by ethnicity, religion and family history of IEM (p < 0.05). Furthermore, students with experience of
meeting an IEM patient and attending IEM classes scored higher than those with no experience (p <
0.05). Most of the healthcare students (89.5%) perceived their knowledge to be insufficient and very
poor. Majority of the students from faculty of pharmacy (70.8%) agreed that the IEM course should
be mandatory compared to health sciences and dentistry (p < 0.05). This study identified an overall
inadequacy of knowledge of IEM among healthcare students. There is a pressing need to improve the
IEM-related knowledge and awareness of Malaysian healthcare students. This can be accomplished by
incorporating online classes that emphasizes the treatment and management of IEMs in the university
curriculum.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
Inborn errors of metabolism (IEM) denote a large group
of rare genetic disorders resulting from an enzyme
defect in biochemical and metabolic pathways (1).
Although individual IEMs are rare, they are common
collectively and have a global prevalence of 50.9 per
100,000 live births (2). Although IEM cases are rare
in Malaysia, the true number of IEM patients remains
unknown as the country lacks a central IEM patient
registry and IEM-related awareness among healthcare
providers is low (3,4).
The management of IEMs is divided into two parts:
diagnostics and long-term care (5). New-born screening
(NBS) is a useful tool with which to detect IEMs in
early life (6). Basic laboratory tests; such as blood or

urinalysis; can be used in conjunction with clinical
evaluation to obtain a differential diagnosis or confirm
a diagnosis (7). Meanwhile, the long-term care and
treatment of IEM patients involves collaboration of
healthcare professionals from multiple disciplines; such
as physicians, nurses, pharmacists, dietitians, laboratory
practitioners, speech therapists, occupational therapists,
dentists, and social workers (8-14). A multidisciplinary
team is essential and crucial to provide IEM patients
with better quality health care in terms of treatment,
psychological support, and educational resources (15).
Healthcare providers play an important role in
recognizing and making referrals for appropriate patient
management (16). However, there seems to be difficulty
obtaining supportive treatment for IEM patients (17) due
to a lack of IEM-related knowledge (3). For instance, a
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majority (73.6%) of healthcare professionals in Hong
Kong were unaware of the availability of IEM screening
(18). Furthermore, because many healthcare students
report insufficient IEM-related knowledge, they struggle
to distinguish rare IEMs from other common diseases
(19,20). A Saudi Arabian study also reported an overall
lack of IEM-related knowledge, especially among
students in non-medical faculties (21,22).
Healthcare students are also more likely to underrate
the epidemiology and burden of IEMs (23). One study
reported that healthcare students have little IEM-related
knowledge and that the majority of them agreed that
healthcare funding should prioritize common diseases
over IEMs as the latter only affects a small portion of the
population (24). Moreover, the majority of healthcare
students are unprepared to care for IEM patients (19,20).
Despite the current circumstances, only a limited
number of studies have examined factors that influence
IEM-related knowledge among healthcare students.
Several studies have concluded that individuals with
higher levels of education as well as prior knowledge
of genetics had more IEM-related knowledge (25,26).
Female participants were also found to have higher
levels of IEM-related knowledge. This may be due
to their natural ability to produce offspring, which
increases concerns (i.e., maternal instincts) of prenatal genetic testing (21,22,27). Other factors; such as
a family history of genetic disorders; was also found to
contribute to higher levels of IEM-related knowledge
(21).
A search of the literature through electronic
bibliographic databases, such as PubMed®/MEDLINE
(National Library of Medicine), ScienceDirect ®
(Elsevier) and google scholar revealed that currently,
studies to assess the knowledge of IEM patients were
conducted in Saudi Arabia and Poland and there was no
study conducted among the Asian population as well as
Malaysian healthcare students. Therefore, the purpose
of this present study was twofold: i) to assess the
knowledge and perception of IEMs among healthcare
students from the faculties of health sciences, pharmacy,
and dentistry, and ii) to determine the mean difference in
IEM-related knowledge scores according to varying prespecified sociodemographic factors and other factors
among healthcare students.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Study design
This present study conducted a cross-sectional survey
using convenience sampling. A sub-sample of 378
healthcare students from three different faculties;
namely, the Faculty of Health Sciences, the Faculty of
Pharmacy, and the Faculty of Dentistry; were recruited.
The inclusion criteria included undergraduate healthcare
students from three different faculties who were
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able to read and understand either Malay or English.
An online survey was distributed via social media,
mailing lists, and online discussion groups between
August and October 2020. This research was approved
by the Research Ethics Committee of the National
University of Malaysia (approval number: PPI/111/8/
JEP-2020-346). Informed consent was obtained from
all participants via online forms. All participants were
also informed that participation in the present study was
voluntary and that all data would be anonymous and
confidential.
2.2. Questionnaire
A self-administered questionnaire that consisted of four
sections and 47 items was adapted from extant literature
(19,22) (Supplemental Table S1, http://www.irdrjournal.
com/action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=111).
Section I collected the demographic information of
the participants, such as gender, age, ethnicity, religion,
faculty, year of study, marital status, declaration of a
family history of IEMs, and previous encounters with
IEM patients, if any. Section II evaluated the IEMrelated knowledge of the students. It included 14 singlebest answer closed-ended questions on the causes,
epidemiology, symptoms, diagnosis, management,
and organizational issues of IEMs. A score of one
was assigned to each correct answer and zero for each
wrong answer, with a maximum total score of 14 for
the entire questionnaire. The total score was tabulated
by summing up the scores of the 14 questions on IEMrelated knowledge. Section III included multiple-answer
closed-ended questions that required students to select
IEMs from a list of 24 IEMs and non-IEM diseases.
This assessed their ability to recognise IEM names
among other diseases. Section IV included six questions
on self-perceived knowledge and opinions on IEMs.
Prior to data collection, the content validity of the
survey instrument was established. The content validity
index (CVI) was measured based on the opinions of
three experts who have experience teaching IEMs or
evaluating IEM-related courses. The content validity
form contained four domains and 47 items on IEMrelated knowledge and perception. The panel of industry
experts were requested to rate the degree of relevance,
clarity, simplicity, and ambiguity of each item on a scale
of one to four, where a score of one denoted that an item
was irrelevant, lacked clarity, lacked simplicity, or was
not easily understood and a score of four indicated that
the item was highly relevant, very clear, very simple,
and easily understood. As the relevance of all 47 items
achieved an I-CVI score of 1.00, they were all retained
based on the established criteria (28). The CVI score
in terms of clarity, simplicity, and ambiguity was 0.98.
Item 9 was modified according to the recommendations
of a panel member. The questionnaire was then forward
translated to Malay. A pilot study was conducted at
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the Kuala Lumpur campus of the National University
of Malaysia (UKM) with 10 students of different
sociodemographic backgrounds. The respondents
were asked if they had any questions or if they did not
understand any of the words used in the questionnaire.
They were also asked to share the rationale behind the
answer that they provided based on the instructions
given after filling in the form. In the second revision,
minor changes were made to the questionnaire based on
the feedback received from these 10 students.

Descriptive statistics were then used to describe the
sociodemographic characteristics of the respondents.
The difference in the mean IEM-related knowledge
scores according to pre-specified sociodemographic
factors and other factors was tested using the
independent-samples t-test and the one-way analysis of
variance (one-way ANOVA). Pearson's chi-squared test
was then used to determine the association between the
two variable categories. A p value of < 0.05 was deemed
statistically significant.

2.3. Statistical analysis

3. Results

The collected data was analyzed using Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) version 25.0.
The categorical variables were described in frequencies
and percentages while the continuous variables were
described as means and standard deviations. A score
of one was assigned to correct answers and zero to
incorrect answers or the "I do not know" option of the
14 questions on IEM-related knowledge. The total
score on IEM-related knowledge was summed up, with
scores ranging between 0 to 14 for each respondent.

3.1. Sociodemographic characteristics
A total of 378 valid respondents completed the
survey. Most of the respondents were from the
Faculty of Health Sciences (40.8%) while the others
were from the Faculty of Dentistry (31.2%) and the
Faculty of Pharmacy (28.0%). Table 1 displays the
sociodemographic characteristics of respondents
from the faculties of health sciences, pharmacy, and
dentistry. The average age was 22.1 ± 1.5 years and

Table 1. Sociodemographic characteristics across the Faculties of Health Sciences, Pharmacy and Dentistry
Faculties, n (%)

Variables

Health Science
(n = 154)

Age
18-21
22-24
> 25
Gender
Male
Female
Ethnicity
Malay
Chinese
India
Others
Religion
Islam
Buddha
Hindu
Others
Marital Status
Single
Married
Year of Study
1-2
≥3
Have you ever heard the term IEM?
Yes
No
Have you ever met an IEM patient?
Yes
No
I do not know
Is anyone in your family suffering from IEM?
Yes
No
Have you had any classes about IEM during your studies?
Yes
No
I do not know

Pharmacy
(n = 106)

Dentistry
(n = 118)

Total, n (%)
(n = 378)

52 (33.8)
96 (62.3)
6 (3.9)

36 (34.0)
68 (64.1)
2 (1.9)

46 (39.0)
65 (55.1)
7 (5.9)

134 (35.4)
229 (60.6)
15 (4.0)

36 (23.4)
118 (76.6)

28 (26.4)
78 (73.6)

36 (30.5)
82 (69.5)

100 (26.5)
278 (73.5)

58 (37.7)
83 (53.9)
11 (7.1)
2 (1.3)

53 (50.0)
30 (28.3)
14 (13.2)
9 (8.5)

64 (54.2)
36 (30.6)
11 (9.3)
7 (5.9)

175 (46.3)
149 (39.4)
36 (9.5)
18 (4.8)

60 (39.0)
76 (49.4)
9 (5.8)
9 (5.8)

59 (55.6)
29 (27.4)
11 (10.4)
7 (6.6)

66 (55.9)
33 (28.0)
11 (9.3)
8 (6.8)

185 (48.9)
138 (36.5)
31 (8.2)
24 (6.4)

153 (99.4)
1 (0.6)

106 (100.0)
0 (0.0)

118 (100.0)
0 (0.0)

377 (99.7)
1 (0.3)

56 (36.4)
98 (63.6)

44 (41.5)
62 (58.5)

45 (38.1)
73 (61.9)

145 (38.4)
233 (61.6)

71 (46.1)
83 (53.9)

24 (22.6)
82 (77.4)

42 (35.6)
76 (64.4)

137(36.2)
241(63.8)

14 (9.1)
98 (63.6)
42 (27.3)

6 (5.7)
65 (61.3)
35 (33.0)

9 (7.6)
73 (61.9)
36 (30.5)

29 (7.7)
236 (62.4)
113 (29.9)

0 (0.0)
154 (100.0)

3 (2.8)
103 (97.2)

1 (0.9)
117 (99.1)

4 (1.0)
374 (99.0)

57 (37.0)
82 (53.3)
15 (9.7)

15 (14.2)
81 (76.4)
10 (9.4)

31 (26.3)
65 (55.1)
22 (18.6)

103 (27.3)
228 (60.3)
47 (12.4)
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Table 2. Students' knowledge about Inborn Error of Metabolism (IEM)
Correct
n (%)

Incorrect
n (%)

Don't know
n (%)

34 (9.0)
273 (72.2)
256 (67.7)
16 (4.2)

173 (45.8)
6 (1.6)
122 (32.3)
362 (95.8)

171 (45.2)
99 (26.2)
-

299 (79.1)

9 (2.4)

70 (18.5)

Diagnosis and treatment of IEM
6. Some IEM can be diagnosed by using a blood sample only (yes)
7. Diagnosis of some IEM can be done prenatally (yes)
8. Patients diagnosed with IEM should be isolated (no)
9. Some IEM can be controlled by avoidance of some foods (yes)
10. Liver transplantation is an option in management of some IEM (yes)
11. Gene therapy can be a helpful tool for treatment of some IEM (yes)
12. There is no available treatment for most IEM (no)

99 (26.2)
182 (48.1)
276 (73.0)
201 (53.2)
173 (45.8)
237 (62.7)
66 (17.5)

55 (14.6)
31 (8.2)
11 (2.9)
35 (9.2)
14 (3.7)
8 (2.1)
58 (15.3)

224 (59.2)
165 (43.7)
91 (24.1)
142 (37.6)
191 (50.5)
133 (35.2)
254 (67.2)

Organizational Issues of IEM
13. There is central register for patient IEM in Malaysia (no)
14. There is a national plan for IEM in Malaysia (yes)

5 (1.3)
80 (21.2)

102 (27.0)
10 (2.6)

271 (71.7)
288 (76.2)

Item
Causes, Epidemiology, Symptom of IEM
1. IEM can be caused by infection (yes)
2. IEM can be caused by enzyme deficiency (yes)
3. Symptoms of IEM appear usually at Neonatal/Pediatric/Adult age (Neonatal age)
4. Symptom IEM may include: (Anemia/ Hypoglycemia/ Hepatomegaly/Mental retardation/
Acid/base imbalance/ Coma/ Seizures/ Hearing and visual impairment (all above)
5. Person with positive family history are at higher risk of having IEM (yes)

ranged between 18 and 31 years old. More women
(73.5%) participated in this present study than men
(26.5%). A vast majority of the respondents were single
(99.7%). 62.4% of the respondents reported that they
had never met an IEM patient while only one percent
reported a family history of IEMs. Moreover, most of
the respondents (60.3%) reported that they had never
attended any classes on IEMs during their studies.
3.2. Knowledge of IEM-related topics
The answers seen in Table 2 indicate that a majority
of the respondents answered questions on basic IEMrelated knowledge correctly (items 2 and 3). However,
less than 10% were able to provide correct answers
when the questions were more in-depth; such as the
specific symptoms of IEMs (item 4) and infections that
may cause IEMs (item 1). Furthermore, less than 50%
answered items that evaluated their understanding of
IEM-related diagnoses, treatments, and organizational
issues correctly (items 6, 7, 10, 12, 13, and 14).
As seen in Figure 1, most of the respondents were
able to correctly identify IEMs, with the exception of
Gaucher disease (46.6%) and Lesch-Nyhan syndrome
(49.5%). The most easily recognised IEMs were
biotinidase deficiency (83.1%), phenylketonuria (83.1%),
and urea cycle disorders (83.1%). Less than 50% of the
respondents misidentified non-IEM diseases as IEMs.
Of this number, 38.9% of the respondents misidentified
Crohn's Disease as an IEM.
A further inferential analysis was conducted to
determine if differences existed among the multiple
pre-specified sociodemographic variables and other
variables in terms of the mean IEM-related knowledge
score of the students. As seen in Table 3, ethnicity,

Figure 1. Proportion of respondents indicating different name of
diseases (IEM and non-IEM) as IEM.

religion, and a family history of IEMs significantly
affected IEM-related knowledge scores. Malay students
(5.4 ± 2.7) scored significantly lower than Chinese
students (6.4 ± 2.6) (p < 0.05) while Muslim students
(5.4 ± 2.7) scored significantly lower than Buddhist
students (6.5 ± 2.5) (p < 0.05). Students with a family
history of IEMs (7.0 ± 0.8) scored significantly higher
than their counterparts without a family history of IEMs
(5.8 ± 2.7) (p < 0.05). Apart from that, students who
had encountered IEM patients or attended IEM classes
during their studies scored significantly higher than
counterparts without experience or who answered "I do
not know" (p < 0.05). Overall, the mean IEM-related
knowledge score was 5.8 out of 14. Health sciences
students scored the highest (6.1 ± 2.7) followed by
dentistry (5.8 ± 2.8) and pharmacy (5.5 ± 2.6) students.
Interestingly, 46.1% of health sciences students reported
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Table 3. Difference of mean score of IEM knowledge
according to sociodemographic and other variables
Variables
Sociodemographic
Age
18-21
22-24
> 25
Gender
Male
Female
Ethnicity
Malay
Chinese
India
Others
Religion
Islam
Buddha
Hindu
Others
Year of study
1-2
>3
Faculty
Health Science
Pharmacy
Dentistry
Other Variables
Have you ever met an
IEM patient?
Yes
No
I do not know
Is anyone in your family
suffering from IEM?
Yes
No
Have you had any classes
about IEM during your studies?
Yes
No
I do not know

Mean ± SD

5.7 ± 2.8
5.8 ± 2.7
7.1 ± 1.9
6.0 ± 3.1
6.1 ± 2.7
5.4 ± 2.7a
6.4 ± 2.6b
5.5 ± 3.0ab
5.8 ± 3.1ab
5.4 ± 2.7a
6.5 ± 2.5b
5.7 ± 3.0ab
5.4 ± 3.1ab
5.5 ± 2.6
6.0 ± 2.8
6.1 ± 2.7
5.5 ± 2.6
5.8 ± 2.8

7.5 ± 2.0a
6.1 ± 2.6b
4.7 ± 2.8c
7.0 ± 0.8
5.8 ± 2.7
7.7 ± 1.9a
5.3 ± 2.5b
4.0 ± 3.1c

p value
0.190

0.774
0.020*

0.003**

0.073
0.253

< 0.001***

0.036*

< 0.001***

*

p < 0.05 - significant using Independent t-test for comparison
between 2 groups and one-way ANOVA for comparison between
three groups. ***p < 0.001; **p < 0.01 – significant using one-way
ANOVA. Superscript a,b,c indicate a significant mean difference for
groups (p < 0.05, Post-Hoc Turkey test).

coming across the term "IEMs" while only 22.6% and
35.6% of pharmacy and dentistry students reported
the same, respectively (p < 0.05). However, the mean
IEM-related knowledge score did not vary significantly
between the three faculties.
There was no difference in the mean IEM-related
knowledge score in terms of age, gender, or year of
study. Marital status was exempted from analysis as a
disproportionate number of the respondents were single
(99.7%) while only 0.3% were married. This would
yield invalid results.
3.3. Perception of IEMs
The majority of students (88.7%) expressed an interest
in increasing their IEM-related knowledge, with the
Internet reported as the most common source (54.4%)
(Figure 2). As seen in Table 4, student perception of

Figure 2. Student perceptions of (A) increasing their knowledge
and (B) source of information on IEM.

IEM-related knowledge was also evaluated. Most of
the healthcare students (89.5 %) believed that they
had little IEM-related knowledge while 60.3% agreed
that IEM courses should be a mandatory part of the
school curricula. It is noteworthy that more than half
of the pharmacy students (70.8%) and health sciences
students (66.2%) agreed that IEM courses should be a
mandatory part of the course curricula but only 43.2%
of dentistry students agreed. As such, there was a
significant difference in opinion between the groups
(p < 0.001). In terms of preparation to care for an IEM
patient, only 42.0% of students were prepared to care
for an IEM patient.
4. Discussion
As IEMs are becoming more common in Malaysia, its
management and treatment has become increasingly
important to the Malaysian healthcare system (4). This
present study discovered an overall insufficiency of
IEM-related knowledge among healthcare students,
especially in terms of diagnoses, management, and
organisational issues of IEMs. These findings were
similar to that of a recent Saudi Arabian study which
concluded that both medical and non-medical students
lacked the knowledge with which to diagnose and
manage IEMs (22). This was also consistent with the
findings of several other studies, which reported that the
majority of healthcare students also lacked knowledge
on the organizational issues of rare disorders,
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Table 4. Students' self-perceived knowledge and opinion regarding Inborn Error of Metabolism (IEM)
Item

Health Science
n = 154 (%)

Pharmacy
n = 106 (%)

Dentistry
n = 118 (%)

Total
n = 378 (%)

23 (14.9)
62 (40.3)
69 (44.8)

6 (5.7)
50 (47.2)
50 (47.2)

11 (9.3)
53 (44.9)
54 (45.8)

40 (10.6)
165 (43.7)
173 (45.8)

16. How would you rate your knowledge about IEM?
Very good/good
Insufficient
Very poor
17. Do you think that there should be mandatory course on
IEM in course curricula?
Strongly agree/agree
Neutral
Strongly disagree/Disagree

102 (66.2)
46 (29.9)
6 (3.9)

75 (70.8)
31 (29.2)
0 (0.0)

51 (43.2)
62 (52.5)
5 (4.2)

228 (60.3)
139 (36.8)
11 (2.9)

18. Do you feel prepared for caring over a patient with an IEM?
Strongly agree/agree
Neutral
Strongly disagree/Disagree

70 (45.5)
50 (32.5)
34 (22.1)

40 (37.7)
39 (36.8)
27 (25.5)

49 (41.5)
43 (36.4)
26 (22.0)

53 (14.0)
132 (34.9)
31 (8.3)

*

p value
0.186

< 0.001*

0.784

p < 0.001 – Significant using Pearson's chi-square's test

including IEMs (19,20). This indicated that students
lacked concern or awareness of the launch of the
2019 Malaysian National Medicines Policy regarding
palliative care services for IEM patients (29).
Infections are thought to potentially contribute to
an accumulation of genetic mutations in mitochondrial
DNA, which results in one IEM in particular;
mitochondrial encephalomyopathy, lactic acidosis, and
stroke-like episodes (MELAS) (30). The findings of
this present study were similar to that of extant studies
on medical and non-medical faculties which showed
that these students were less likely to recognize the
modes of IEMs transmission; such as infections (31).
The interfaculty factor did not significantly alter
the mean IEM-related knowledge score of the students.
This finding was similar to that of a Polish study which
reported that although the percentage of students who
had encountered rare IEM terms varied significantly
between the faculties of medicine (92%), health
sciences (82%), and pharmacy (68.8%), the mean IEMrelated knowledge scores were similar across the three
faculties (23). In terms of year of study and level of
education, the findings of this present study were also
similar to that of other studies because these factors
did not significantly affect the IEM-related knowledge
score. One potential explanation for this phenomenon
may be that these students acquired IEM-related
knowledge out of sheer interest or intellectual curiosity
(19).
This present study found that ethnicity, religion,
and family history of IEMs affected the IEM-related
knowledge score. Furthermore, Muslim students
were found to score significantly lower than Buddhist
students. This contradicted the findings of Chapman et
al. (2019) who found no significant correlation between
the IEM-related knowledge of Muslim and Buddhist
participants (25). This present study also found that
students with a family history of IEMs had more IEM-

related knowledge. This finding was similar to that of
another study which concluded that a family history
of genetic disorders was one of the key determinants
of acquiring more knowledge on IEMs (21). This was
because most individuals with hereditary diseases have,
at the very least, some knowledge of the disease in
question (32).
This present study also found that students who had
attended IEM classes or interacted with IEM patients
had more IEM-related knowledge than those who did
not. This was in agreement with an earlier observation
that healthcare students with prior IEM-related
knowledge and experience or involvement in scientific
societies tend to have more IEM-related knowledge
(23,31,33).
A majority of the respondents to this present study
reported obtaining IEM-related knowledge from the
Internet. This finding differed from that of a recent study
which concluded that, in descending order, lectures and
the Internet were the primary sources of IEM-related
knowledge (31). This emphasized the importance of
implementing a formal curriculum on IEMs through
verified and reliable websites or online classes for
healthcare students in the future. Furthermore, a higher
proportion of pharmacy and health sciences students
believed that IEM classes should be compulsory in
the university curricula. The significance difference
in perception between the students from the three
different faculties may be because pharmacy and
health sciences students are more likely to utilize
IEM-related knowledge during clinical practice than
dentistry students. Furthermore, the treatment of IEMs
mainly involves pharmacotherapy treatments, in which
a pharmacist plays an important role (11). Apart from
that, other allied healthcare professionals; such as
dietitians, physiotherapists, and occupational therapists;
are a part of the holistic approach of treating and caring
for IEM patients (34).
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Most of the respondents to this present study
expressed a willingness to expand their IEM-related
knowledge. This was consistent with that of a previous
study (19). However, less than 50% of respondents
felt prepared to care for an IEM patient. Therefore, the
results of this present study confirmed that healthcare
students were unenthusiastic about caring for IEM
patients because less than 5% of the respondents were
adequately prepared to care for IEM patients. This
figure was even lower in extant studies and may be due
to a lack of IEM-related knowledge among healthcare
students (19,20).
Some of the limitations of this present study
included students that were allowed to complete
the survey without monitoring or adhering to time
restrictions. This meant that respondents could refer
to materials or other sources prior to answering the
questionnaire. However, the anonymous nature of the
questionnaire is believed to have mitigated this issue.
To the best of our knowledge, this present study
was the first to assess the knowledge and perception
of Malaysian healthcare students on IEMs. It revealed
that there is a pressing need to improve IEM-related
knowledge and awareness of Malaysian healthcare
students. This can be accomplished by incorporating
online classes that emphasizes the treatment and
management of IEMs in the university curriculum.
Future studies should examine the key determinants that
influence IEM-related knowledge and perception. It is
hoped that this present study serves as a stepping stone
to increasing the number of future studies on other
healthcare and medical faculties as well as increasing
the IEM-related knowledge of future healthcare
professionals in the country.
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SUMMARY

Pediatric adrenocortical carcinomas (ACC) are rare aggressive neoplasms with heterogeneous
prognosis, and often produce a most lethal malignant tumor, whereas its aetiology is still unclear.
The aim of the present study was to identify the factors responsible for the development of pediatric
ACC, a better understanding of the disease, and investigate new molecular biomarkers and therapeutic
targets. To identify the key genes and miRNAs linked to pediatric ACC, as well as their potential
molecular mechanisms, the GSEGSE75415 and GSE169253 microarray datasets were analyzed. A
total of 329 differentially produced genes (DEGs) and 187 differentially produced miRNAs (DEMs)
were obtained after analyzing the GSEGSE75415 and GSE169253 datasets, respectively. Next,
3,359 genes were obtained by overlapping the target mRNAs of DEMs. Following protein-protein
interaction network and Gene Ontology analysis, the ten nodes with the highest degrees were
screened as hub genes. Among them, the highly expressed hub genes, MAPK1 and EP300, were
associated with a worse overall survival. Additionally, hsa-miR-376, hsa-miR-148, hsa-miR-139,
and hsa-miR-1305 were strongly associated with poorer survival. We proposed that the hub genes
(MAPK1, EP300, hsa-miR-376, hsa-miR-148, hsa-miR-139, and hsa-miR-1305) may have a definite
impact on cellular proliferation and migration in adrenocortical tumors. The roles of these hub
genes in adrenocortical tumors may provide novel insight to improve the diagnosis and treatment of
patients with pediatric ACC.

Keywords

pediatric adrenocortical carcinomas, hub genes, DEGs, microRNAs, prognosis

1. Introduction
Almost 3% to 10% of the population has been reported
to present adrenal tumors, and most adrenal tumors are
benign (1,2). Conversely, ACCs originating in the outer
part of the adrenal gland, are an ultra-rare endocrine
malignancy, and lethal malignancies with poor overall
survival (3). The highest incidence of ACC is age 1 to
4, and 40 to 50 in two time periods of life. Adult ACC
is a rare cancer with a reported incidence of 0.7-2 cases
per million people/year worldwide (4). Pediatric ACC
is even rarer with a reported incidence of 0.2-0.3 cases
per million people/year worldwide (5). Because of its
rarity, pediatric ACC is less studied than adult ACC,
which may be an obstacle to conducting clinical trials
and determining accurate guidelines for the clinical
management of pediatric ACC.
ACC in children present as a unique entity, signs
and symptoms hyperfunctioning, because of the
hypersecretion of sex hormones, cortisol, or aldosterone

hypersecretion or mixed endocrine syndromes (6,7). It
has been reported that pediatric ACC more often has a
cancer predisposing familial genetic basis, such as the
Li–Fraumeni syndrome, the germline P53 mutations,
carney complex, and the Beckwith–Wiedemann
syndrome (6). The most important treatment of ACC is
surgery which is the only mode of therapy documented
as effective for treating pediatric ACC, and moreover
several adjuvant therapies are used depending on grade
and stage of the tumor to lengthen overall survival (8).
Unfortunately, the prognosis of ACC is still usually poor
due to the late stage at diagnosis. Thus, it is necessary to
identify accurate biomarkers for pediatric ACC treatment
to facilitate the accurate early stages of diagnosis for
the pediatric ACC cases, and therefore for the early
discovery and treatment of pediatric ACC cases.
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding
regulatory RNA molecules 19 to 25 nucleotides in size
that regulate post-transcriptional repression of target
genes. A single miRNA can target hundreds of mRNAs
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by recognizing the 3′untranslated region (UTR) of
target miRNAs. Studies have shown that about 60% of
human genes are regulated by miRNAs, indicating that
miRNA play key roles in a variety of processes, such
as embryogenesis, maintenance of tissue homeostasis,
tissue repair and carcinogenesis. And the great majority
of studies have found that the abnormal expression of
miRNAs correlates with a greater risk of carcinogenesis,
including colon cancer, breast cancer, prostate cancer,
lung cancer, cholangiocarcinoma, uterine leiomyoma,
ovarian cancer, etc. (9). Hence, it is urgent and necessary
to explore novel therapeutic targets for the treatment of
pediatric ACC
In the present study, we selected two gene expression
datasets (GSEGSE75415, and GSE169253), which
were downloaded from the Gene Expression Omnibus
(GEO) database, to obtain differentially expressed
genes (DEGs) and differentially expressed microRNAs
(DEMs) between pediatric adrenocortical tumors and
normal adrenal glands. Differentially expressed miRNAs
were identified by integrating multiple bioinformatics
analysis methods. Then, functional enrichment and
network analyses were applied to identify target genes
of differentially expressed miRNAs. Subsequently, we
established a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network
to identify hub genes related to ACC. The expression
values of these hub genes were determined using the
online database UALCAN. Survival analysis of these
hub genes was performed using the online database Gene
Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis (GEPIA). Our
findings serve as a valuable resource to further explore
the mechanisms of pediatric ACC development and
progression, and provide potentially effective diagnostic
markers and therapeutic targets for pediatric ACC.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Identification of DEGs and DEMs
Two gene expression profiles, GSE75415 and
GSE169253, were obtained from the GEO database
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/). The array data of
GSE75415 comprising 24 pediatric tumors and 7 normal
adrenal glands was submitted by West AN et al. (10).
GSE169253 consisted of 37 adrenocortical tumors and 9
non-neoplastic adrenal controls contributed by Veronez
LC et al. (11). DEGs were obtained from the GEO
database by GEO2R analysis (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo/geo2r/). Adjusted p < 0.05 and log fold-change
(|logFC|) > 2.0 were set as the DEG cutoff criterion.
Adjusted p < 0.05 and |logFC| > 1.0 were set as the DEM
cutoff criterion.
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TargetScanHuman 7.2 (https://www.targetscan.org/
vert_72/) were used to predict the mRNAs potentially
targeted by the DEMs acquired from the GSE169253
dataset. The criterion of any target was a matching score
= 1. The intersection of all targets was obtained through a
Venn diagram. Given all DEMs were downregulated, we
screened all the upregulated DEMs from the GSE75415
dataset. The intersection of DEGs and the targets of
DEMs represented the key oncogenes associated with
ACC.
2.3. Gene Ontology (GO) and Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes (KEGG) enrichment analysis
GO analysis is a commonly used method for largescale functional enrichment research; gene functions
can be classified into biological process (BP), molecular
function (MF) and cellular component (CC). KEGG
is a widely used database that stores data on genomes,
biological pathways, diseases, chemical substances and
drugs. GO annotation and KEGG pathway enrichment
analyses of the DEGs identified in this study were
performed using DAVID tools. p < 0.05 was considered
to indicate a statistically significant difference.
2.4. Protein-protein interaction (PPI) enrichment analysis
PPI enrichment analysis was carried out on the key
oncogenes using the Search Tool for the Retrieval of
Interacting Genes/Proteins (STRING) database (https://
string-db.org/), and a PPI network was generated. Only
physical interactions (physical score > 0.4) in STRING
were used. Subsequently, the PPI network was visualized
by Cytoscape software (version 3.7.1; www.cytoscape.
org/). Nodes with a higher degree of connectivity tend
to be more essential in maintaining the stability of the
entire network. CytoHubba (version 0.1) (12), a plugin
in Cytoscape, was used to calculate the degree of each
protein node. In our study, the top ten genes were
identified as hub genes.
2.5. Expression profiles of hub genes based on tumor
histology and survival analysis
UALCAN (http://UALCAN.path.uab.edu) and GEPIA
(http: //gepia.cancer-pku.cn/) are user-friendly, interactive
web resource for analyzing cancer transcriptome data.
According to the median expression of a particular gene,
the patients with ACC were split into high and low
expression groups. The overall survival (OS) of ACC
patients was evaluated using GEPIA (13). p < 0.05 was
considered to indicate a statistically significant result.

2.2. Target prediction of the DEMs and screening of the
key oncogenes

2.6. Exosomal miRNA-mRNA network model
construction

The online tool miRDB (http://mirdb.org/) and

By using miRDIP v4.1 online tool, the interactions
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between the key mRNAs and key exosomal miRNAs
were obtained. Then, the interactions showing high
confidence class were chosen for construction of
exosomal miRNA-mRNA network by using Cytoscape
v3.7.2. The mRNAs in the network were considered as
hub mRNAs in this study.
3. Results
3.1. ACC-associated DEGs and DEMs
The gene expression profiles GSE75415and GSE169253
were selected in this study. Based on the criteria of
P < 0.05 and |logFC|> 2.0, a total of 329 DEGs were
identified from GSE75415. Of these, 125 were upregulated, and 204 were down-regulated in pediatric
tumors compared with normal adrenals (Figure 1A). A
total of 106 DEMs are upregulated, and 81 DEMs are
down-regulated in adrenocortical tumors (Figure 1B).
All of these DEMs were identified from GSE169253.
We selected five up-regulated DEMs and down-regulate
DEMs respectively as hub exosomal miRNAs, with the
largest differential multiples, to predict miRNA target
genes (Table 1).

3.2. Target genes of the DE miRNAs
In order to reduce the false positive rate of software
prediction results, the targets of the above 10 miRNAs
were acquired by two miRNA target prediction
softwares, miRDB and TargetscanHuman7.2. The results
show that there are 10, 29, 138, 298 and 505 target genes
in five up-regulated miRNA, hsa-miR-1915-5p, hsamiR-615-5p, hsa-miR-587, hsa-miR-611 and hsa-miR452-3p, respectively (Figure 2); There are 393, 293,
15, 1526 and 152 target genes in five down-regulated
miRNA, hsa-miR-630, hsa-miR-575, hsa-miR-572, hsamiR-1305 and hsa-miR-139-3P, respectively (Figure 3).
3.3. Functional and pathway enrichment analyses of
target genes
The functional categories of the identified proteins were
analyzed with Blast2GO software based on their Gene
Ontology (GO) annotations. The enriched GO terms
were divided into Biological Processes (BP), Cellular
Component (CC), and Molecular Function (MF) ontology
terms. The 921 genes identified in five up-regulated
miRNAs could be classified into 1,472 categories based

Figure 1. Volcano plots of differentially expressed mRNAs (DE mRNAs, in theGSE75415 dataset) (A), and miRNA (DE-miRs, in the
169253 dataset) (B). DE, differentially expressed.

Table 1. The largest differential expression of miRNA in adrenocortical tumors and non-neoplastic adrenal controls
Items

miRNA_ID

Up-regulated miRNA

hsa-miR-376a
hsa-miR-21
hsa-miR-376c
hsa-miR-377
hsa-miR-148a

Down-regulated miRNA

hsa-miR-630
hsa-miR-575
hsa-miR-572
hsa-miR-1305
hsa-miR-139-3p

log2(fold change)

adj. p value

p value

4.605
4.296
4.073
4.073
3.73

1.06E-07
1.30E-12
1.04E-06
2.81E-07
7.15E-10

8.12E-09
6.45E-15
1.13E-07
2.52E-08
2.52E-11

-3.635
-3.283
-3.076
-3.067
-2.977

7.91E-09
9.65E-09
2.03E-07
3.82E-08
1.57E-14

4.25E-10
5.37E-10
1.74E-08
2.59E-09
7.92E-18
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Figure 2. Target gene prediction of five miRNA with the largest up-regulated expression.

Figure 3. Target gene prediction of five miRNAs with the largest down-regulated expression.

on their annotated BP, and most of them were distributed
in neuron projection development, vasculature
development, neuron projection morphogenesis, plasma
membrane bounded cell projection morphogenesis, cell
projection morphogenesis, cell part morphogenesis,
blood vessel development, cell morphogenesis, cellular
component morphogenesis, and tube morphogenesis,
implying that these processes play a significant roles
for the occurrence of ACC in children. For CC, the
postsynapse, axon, neuron to neuron synapse, dendrite,
asymmetric synapse, and dendritic tree were the largest
groups of genes. DNA-binding transcription activator
activity, RNA polymerase II-specific, DNA-binding
transcription activator activity, phosphotransferase
activity, alcohol group as acceptor, protein kinase
activity, and kinase activity were the most abundant MF
categories, which implied that transcription activator
activity and kinase activity are vital for carcinogenesis of
ACC (Table 2).
The results of GO analysis indicated that the target
genes of down-regulated miRNAs were mainly enriched

in BPs, including head development, brain development,
neuron projection development, and cell morphogenesis.
CC analysis showed that the target genes of downregulated miRNAs were significantly enriched in Golgi
apparatus subcompartment axon, cytoplasmic stress
granule, and intracellular protein-containing complex.
For MF ontology, these genes were mainly enriched
in chromatin binding, protein domain specific binding,
nucleoside-triphosphatase activity, and kinase activity
(Table 3).
To obtain an overview of the function of target genes
of DEMs, the gene identifications were used to search
KEGG pathway database using KAOBAS 2.0. The genes
involved in Pathways in cancer, PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway, Breast cancer, Proteoglycans in cancer, FoxO
signaling pathway and MAPK signaling pathway were
the most abundant pathways of the target genes of upregulated DEMs (Figure 4A). Nevertheless, the target
genes of down-regulated DEMs were also mainly
enriched in FoxO signaling pathway, Pathways in cancer,
PI3K-Akt signaling pathway, MAPK signaling pathway,
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Table 2. Significantly enriched Go terms of the target genes of up-regulated miRNAs
Category

Term

Description

Count

p value

BP term

GO:0031175
GO:0001944
GO:0048812
GO:0120039
GO:0048858
GO:0032990
GO:0001568
GO:0000902
GO:0032989
GO:0035239

neuron projection development
vasculature development
neuron projection morphogenesis
plasma membrane bounded cell projection morphogenesis
cell projection morphogenesis
cell part morphogenesis
blood vessel development
cell morphogenesis
cellular component morphogenesis
tube morphogenesis

641
526
454
458
462
481
505
670
574
663

1E-23
1E-22
1E-21
1E-21
1E-21
1E-20
1E-20
1E-19
1E-19
1E-19

CC term

GO:0098794
GO:0030424
GO:0098984
GO:0030425
GO:0032279
GO:0097447
GO:0099572
GO:0097060
GO:0014069
GO:0048471

postsynapse
axon
neuron to neuron synapse
dendrite
asymmetric synapse
dendritic tree
postsynaptic specialization
synaptic membrane
postsynaptic density
perinuclear region of cytoplasm

614
631
347
611
323
613
341
373
318
721

1E-19
1E-19
1E-17
1E-15
1E-15
1E-15
1E-15
1E-14
1E-14
1E-13

MF term

GO:0001228
GO:0001216
GO:0016773
GO:0004672
GO:0016301
GO:0004674
GO:0019904
GO:0004712
GO:0008134
GO:0106310

DNA-binding transcription activator activity, RNA polymerase II-specific
DNA-binding transcription activator activity
phosphotransferase activity, alcohol group as acceptor
protein kinase activity
kinase activity
protein serine/threonine kinase activity
protein domain specific binding
protein serine/threonine/tyrosine kinase activity
transcription factor binding
protein serine kinase activity

462
466
674
565
730
430
687
446
595
361

1E-17
1E-17
1E-16
1E-16
1E-15
1E-13
1E-13
1E-13
1E-12
1E-12

Table 3. Significantly enriched Go terms of the target genes of down-regulated miRNAs
Category

Term

Description

Count

p value

BP term

GO:0060322
GO:0007420
GO:0031175
GO:0000902
GO:0000278
GO:0048812
GO:0007017
GO:1903047
GO:0051301
GO:0120039

head development
brain development
neuron projection development
cell morphogenesis
mitotic cell cycle
neuron projection morphogenesis
microtubule-based process
mitotic cell cycle process
cell division
plasma membrane bounded cell projection morphogenesis

789
744
641
670
605
454
786
514
503
458

1E-16
1E-14
1E-14
1E-12
1E-11
1E-11
1E-11
1E-11
1E-11
1E-11

CC term

GO:0098791
GO:0030424
GO:0010494
GO:0140535
GO:0005813
GO:0000139
GO:0016607
GO:0005802
GO:0036464
GO:0005819

Golgi apparatus subcompartment
axon
cytoplasmic stress granule
intracellular protein-containing complex
centrosome
Golgi membrane
nuclear speck
trans-Golgi network
cytoplasmic ribonucleoprotein granule
spindle

384
631
81
753
620
662
413
261
244
425

1E-12
1E-12
1E-11
1E-11
7.94328E-10
1.25893E-09
3.98107E-09
3.98107E-09
1.99526E-08
2.51189E-08

MF term

GO:0003682
GO:0019904
GO:0017111
GO:0016301
GO:0016773
GO:0008134
GO:0070717
GO:0003924
GO:0003712
GO:0016462

chromatin binding
protein domain specific binding
nucleoside-triphosphatase activity
kinase activity
phosphotransferase activity, alcohol group as acceptor
transcription factor binding
poly-purine tract binding
GTPase activity
transcription coregulator activity
pyrophosphatase activity

586
687
699
730
674
595
29
337
497
754

1E-11
1E-10
1.99526E-10
3.16228E-10
5.01187E-10
7.94328E-10
1.25893E-09
1.58489E-09
1.58489E-09
3.16228E-09
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and axon guidance (Figure 4B).
3.4. PPI network construction and the analysis of hub
genes
A total of 900 nodes and 4,223 edges were mapped in
the PPI network of the targets of up-regulated DEMs
(Figure 5A). The 10 nodes with the highest degrees,
including phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN),
phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic
subunit alpha (PIK3CA), mitogen-activated protein
kinase 1 (MAPK1), estrogen receptor 1 (ESR1), and
erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 3 (ERBB3) were screened
as hub genes (Table 4).
There were 1,555 nodes and 7,712 edges, which
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mapped in the PPI network of the targets of downregulated DEMs (Figure 5B). The 10 nodes with the
highest degrees of these genes were: tumor protein p53
(TP53), E1A binding protein p300 (EP300), KRAS
proto-oncogene, GTPase (KRAS), DDB1 and CUL4
associated factor 10 (DCAF10), and phosphatase and
tensin homolog (PTEN) (Table 5).
3.5. Expression profiles of the hub genes and survival
analysis
To investigate the expression and prognostic values of
the ten potential hub genes, the GEPIA bioinformatics
analysis platform was used. We found that the nine hub
genes were significantly (all p-value < 0.05) associated

Figure 4. KEGG pathways analysis of identified genes.

Figure 5. PPI network of the of the target genes of DEMs.
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Table 4. Top five key genes with the highest degrees of connectivity in the target genes of up-regulated DEMs
Gene

Gene description

PIK3CA
MAPK1
ESR1
ERBB3
NRAS

phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase catalytic subunit alpha
mitogen-activated protein kinase 1
estrogen receptor 1
erb-b2 receptor tyrosine kinase 3
NRAS proto-oncogene, GTPase

Degree
64
63
55
54
52

Table 5. Top five key genes with the highest degrees of connectivity in the target genes of down-regulated DEMs
Gene

Gene description

TP53
EP300
KRAS
DCAF10
PTEN

tumor protein p53
E1A binding protein p300
KRAS proto-oncogene, GTPase
DDB1 and CUL4 associated factor 10
phosphatase and tensin homolog

Degree
137
118
89
80
79

Figure 6. Gene Expression Profiling Interactive Analysis for overall survival associated with the expression of the ten hub genes in
patients with adrenocortical carcinoma. Red line represents high expression, and blue line represents low expression.

with shorter survival duration of the adrenocortical
carcinoma (Figure 6). MARP1 and EP300 were
significant, and we found that the high expression of hub
genes was associated with an unfavorable OS of patients
with adrenocortical carcinoma (Figure 7).
3.6. Validation of the hub exosomal miRNAs
As shown in Figure 8A, an exosomal miRNA-mRNA
network consisting of four miRNAs (hsa-miR-376,
hsa-miR-148, hsa-miR-139, and hsa-miR-1305) and 6

mRNAs (ESR1, PTEN, NARS, ERBB3, MAPK1, and
KARS) was constructed. These mRNAs and miRNAs
were respectively considered to be hub mRNAs and
hub exosomal miRNAs that might play crucial roles in
ACC development via exosomes. As shown in Figure
8B, every index in different times had no significant
difference from that in primary carcinoma (p > 005).
Then, we explored the value of the hub exosomal
miRNAs as diagnosis biomarkers in ACC by performing
ROC curves and calculating the area under the curves
(AUCs) [95% confidence intervals (CIs)]. The AUCs
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Figure 7. Expression values of the top hub genes in adrenocortical carcinoma and non-adrenocortical carcinoma.

Figure 8. Validation of the hub exosomal miRNAs. A Exosomal miRNA-mRNA network. B Expression of Hub genes in primary ACC and
metastatic ACC. C Results for the overall survival (OS) analysis of the hub mRNAs.

of hsa-miR-376, hsa-miR-148, hsa-miR-139, and hsamiR-1305 were respectively 0.29, 0.39, 0.071, and 0.18,
which proved that the four hub exosomal miRNAs can
well distinguish tumor and normal samples.
4. Discussion
Pediatric ACC is rare aggressive neoplasms with
heterogeneous prognosis, and often is a most lethal
malignant tumor. It is usually discovered and diagnosed
at its advanced stage. Despite extensive efforts,
identifying reliable prognostic factors for pediatric
patients with ACC remains a challenge. MicroRNA
(miRNA) signatures have been associated with cancer
diagnosis, treatment response, and prognosis of several
types of cancer. However, the role of miRNAs has
been poorly explored in pediatric ACC. Therefore, it

is important to develop a miRNA-mRNA network that
drives the mechanisms of pediatric ACC for identifying
potential biomarkers for improving the diagnostic
accuracy of pediatric ACC.
In this study, through comprehensive analysis of the
open access miRNA and mRNA data for pediatric ACC
from GEO, we identified 329 DEGs and 187 DEMs
that were differentially expressed in pediatric tumors
and normal adrenal glands based on the GSE75415
dataset and GSE169253 dataset, respectively. A total
of 106 DEMs are upregulated, and 81 DEMs are downregulated in adrenocortical tumors. All of these DEMs
were identified from GSE169253. We selected five upregulated DEMs and down-regulated DEMs respectively
as hub miRNAs, with the largest differential multiples,
to predict their target mRNAs. Next, 3,359 genes were
obtained by overlapping the target mRNAs, which could
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ensure to get the most potential mRNAs associated
with pediatric ACC progression. The genes identified
in five up-regulated miRNAs were enriched in "neuron
projection development", "vasculature development",
and "neuron projection morphogenesis", while the
genes identified in five down-regulated miRNAs
were mainly enriched in "head development", "brain
development", and "neuron projection development".
Moreover, all these target genes of DEMs were
involved in "Pathways in cancer", "PI3K-Akt signaling
pathway", "MAPK signaling pathway", and "FoxO
signaling pathway". Then, we identified ten high-degree
hub genes by constructing the PPI network, including
PIK3CA, MAPK1, ESR1, ERBB3, NRAS, TP53,
EP300, KRAS, DCAF10, and PTEN. We predicted the
association between the expression of the hub genes
and the prognosis of ACC patients. Based on GEPIA,
the overexpression of all hub genes was related to an
unfavorable prognosis in patients with ACC. Among
them, MAPK1 and EP300 were significantly up-regulated
in pediatric tumors. Finally, we performed intersection of
differentially expressed miRNAs with hub genes. After
finishing the intersection, a total of 4 candidate miRNAs
were obtained to distinguish tumor and normal samples,
including hsa-miR-376, hsa-miR-148, hsa-miR-139, and
hsa-miR-1305.
Recent studies have found that MAPK1 is highly
expressed in many tumors, including liver cancer,
renal cell carcinoma, prostate cancer, lung cancer, and
so on (14-17). The abnormal-expression of MAPK in
tumors leads to an activation of the MAPK pathway,
which is a highly conserved module that is involved in
various cellular functions, including cell proliferation,
differentiation and migration. This pathway involves
besides RAF kinases and upstream GTPases of the
RAS family, the mitogen-activated extracellular signalregulated kinases 1/2 (MEK1/2) and extracellular
signal-regulated kinases 1/2 (ERK1/2) (18). It is
hyperactivated in a large variety of tumors, and many
of its elements have been identified as oncogenes.
These observations have generated a profound interest
in targeting this pathway as a therapeutic option for
cancer (19). EP300 is known to participate in a variety
of cellular functions including DNA repair, cell growth
and differentiation, apoptosis, cell cycle regulation and
chromatin remodeling, all of which are consistent with a
tumor suppressor role (20). EP300 acetylation of TP53
in response to DNA damage regulates its DNA binding
and transcription functions (21). Therefore, MAPK1 and
EP300 in ACC are worthy of more attention.
Members of the miR-376 cluster are transcribed as
one transcript bearing multiple hairpin structures that
undergo RNA editing at multiple sites prior to being
processed into individual pre-miRNAs. miR-376a has
two major editing sites located at +4 in 5p seed sequence
and +44 in 3p seed sequence (22,23). These editing
sites show high levels of modification frequencies in

specific regions of the brain compared to other tissues. It
is consistent with our results that the genes identified in
DEMs were mainly enriched in head development and
neuron projection development. The altered expression
of hsa-miR-148 was found in various tumors, including
gastric cancer, pancreatic cancer, lung cancer and gastric
cancer, etc. (24-27). It has been largely through directly
targeting key players of integrin signaling like ITGA5,
ROCK1, and PI3KCA/p110α as well as NRAS, which
controlled the pathway involved in tumor growth and
metastasis (26). Cristina Montero-Conde reported that
differential expression analysis revealed a consistent hsamiR-139-5p down expression in primary carcinomas
from patients with recurrent/metastatic disease compared
to disease-free patients, indicating that hsa-miR-139 was
associated with recurrent disease independent of genetic
background (28). Thus, miRna differential expression
analysis between prognostic classes identify hsa-miR139-5p as a disease outcome marker. Yinjie Su indicated
that circRIP2 sponges miR-1305 to elevate Tgf-β2 in
bladder cancer cells (29). Morever, Weliu reported that
ASB16-AS1 promotes cell proliferation, migration,
invasion via binding miR-1305 with Wnt2, and
enhancing the Wnt/β-catenin pathway in cervical cancer
(30).
5. Conclusions
Based on our results and above-mentioned literature, we
suppose that there are multiple regulatory axes related
to ACC development in intracellular communications
mediated by miRNA and mRNA. The current study
efficiently identified several candidate targets (MAPK1,
EP300, hsa-miR-376, hsa-miR-148, hsa-miR-139, and
hsa-miR-1305) that can potentially serve as biomarkers
in the diagnosis of pediatric ACC, and may be potential
targets for seminoma therapy. These findings provide a
new direction for diagnosis and treatment of pediatric
ACC.
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SUMMARY

Interstitial microdeletions in the proximal region of the long arm of chromosome 6 are rare. Herein
we have reported 12 patients with developmental delays associated with interstitial microdeletions in
6q ranging from q12 to q22. The microdeletions were detected by chromosomal microarray testing.
To confirm the clinical significance of these deletions, genotype-phenotype correlation analysis
was performed using genetic and predicted loss-of-function data. SIM1 was recognized as the gene
responsible for developmental delay, particularly in Prader-Willi syndrome-like phenotypes. Other
genes possibly related to developmental delay were ZNF292, PHIP, KCNQ5, and NUS1. To further
establish the correlation between the genotype and phenotype, more patient information is required.

Keywords

chromosomal microarray testing, 6q interstitial deletions, developmental delay

1. Introduction
Interstitial microdeletions in the proximal region of the
long arm of chromosome 6 are rare. In 1997, Hopkins et
al. reported three new cases and reviewed 57 previously
reported cases of partial deletions on 6q and classified
them into three phenotypic groups: proximal [del(6)
(q11–q16)], intermediate [del(6)(q15–q25)], and distal
[del(6)(q25–qter)] (1). Although there were some
characteristic features unique to each phenotypic group,
recognizable clinical entities were not established at that
time. In 2007, Klein et al. reported three patients with
6q deletions (2). Two of them were obese and showed
signs of hypotonia and developmental delay, which
were described as Prader-Willi syndrome (PWS)-like
phenotypes; SIM1 (MIM* 603128) located in the deleted
region, was suspected to be a candidate gene for the
PWS-like phenotype. In 2012, Rosenfeld et al. reported
12 new cases of interstitial 6q deletions and four of the
cases had PWS-like phenotypes (3). These findings
suggest that there is a correlation between the occurrence
of the PWS-like phenotype and SIM1 deletion. This is
further supported by other reports of patients with similar

genotypic and phenotypic findings (4,5).
Similarly, deletions in certain regions were associated
with characteristic findings. So far, in our ongoing
research on genomic copy number analysis using
chromosomal microarray testing, we have encountered
12 patients who showed interstitial microdeletions in
6q. Herein, the genotype-phenotype correlation was
assessed.
2. Patients and Methods
This study was performed in accordance with the
Declaration of Helsinki and approved by the ethics
committee of this institution. Written informed consent
was obtained from the families of the patients. Blood
samples were collected from the patients; additionally,
blood samples were also collected from the parents
of the patients when it was necessary for further
investigation. Genomic copy number variations were
analyzed using the Agilent Microarray system (Agilent
Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA), as previously
described (6). Based on the results, patients with 6q
interstitial microdeletions were included in this study.
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The clinical information of the patients was obtained
from their attending doctors. The correlation between the
genotype and phenotype was then investigated using a
genome map in which the deleted regions were depicted
(Figure 1). Gene information was evaluated using Online
Mendelian Inheritance in Man® (OMIM; https://www.
omim.org/). Predicted loss-of-function was also used for
the evaluation. The genomic coordinate referred to was
the GRCh37/hg19 genome build.
3. Results and Discussion
Interstitial deletions involving the long arm of
chromosome 6 were identified in 12 patients: six males
and six females, ranging in age from 1 to 21 years (Table
1). Although all the patients showed developmental
delays, the extent of developmental delay varied among
the patients. The deleted regions are shown on the
genome map in Figure 1. For further evaluation, we
summarized the genes from the deleted regions and the
probability of loss-of-function intolerance (pLI), shown
in Supplemental Table S1 (http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=112) (7). The
candidate genes listed were those related to autosomal
dominant traits and had a pLI score of 1. The genes listed
are shown in Figure 1, in which genome map is captured
from the UCSC genome browser (https://genome.ucsc.
edu/).
The first patient was an 8-year-9-month-old girl
(patient 1) who was born by cesarean section owing
to an unequal infant pelvis. The patient showed
distinctive features. Her development was delayed;
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the patient started walking independently at 2 years
of age and speaking at 4 years of age. At 6 years of
age, she developed epilepsy, for which she had to take
antiepileptic drugs. A radiological examination of the
brain revealed no abnormalities.
The second patient, a 13-month-old boy (patient
2), could turn over, but not sit up; this indicated
delayed motor function development. Furthermore,
he had language delay. Physical examination revealed
distinctive features, which included coarse scalp hair.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain showed
no apparent abnormalities.
The third patient was a 17-month-old girl (patient
3) who could not walk unaided, which indicated a
developmental delay. She also showed growth deficiency
with -2 SD parameters and microcephaly with -3 SD
parameters.
The prenatal history of a 21-year-old male patient
(patient 4) revealed amniotic fluid overload in the 8th
month of pregnancy. There were several congenital
anomalies, such as congenital duodenal atresia, inguinal
hernia, and cleft palate. In addition, there were also
urogenital anomalies present that included bilateral
hypoplastic kidneys, renal enuresis, and cryptorchidism.
An external strabismus was observed later. His motor
skills were limited to sitting, and he had not yet acquired
substantial language skills; this indicated a severe
psychomotor developmental delay. He developed
epilepsy and neuropsychiatric features, including sleep
disorder and self-injurious behavior, such as hitting his
eyes with his hands. Episodes of hypothermia were also
observed.

Figure 1. Genome map of 6q captured from the UCSC genome browser. Regions of the identified deletions are depicted by custom tracks
with rectangles; the red and blue are for regions of the deletions identified in this study and previous studies, respectively. The genes discussed in
the text are highlighted using red circles.
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1y5m
Female
6q14.1
76,392,293
84,606,179
8.2
39w3d
3135
49.5
33
+
DQ 79
+
+
NA
+
+
+
-

1y2m
Male
6q13q14.1
67,176,848
85,971,380
18.8
39w1d
2976
47.6
32.9
+

-

+
+
-

8y9m
Female
6q12q13
65,485,026
73,838,151
8.4
NA
NA
NA
NA
+

+
-

-
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Hypoplastic
kidney, renal
enuresis

NA
+
NA
+
+

21y
Male
6q14.1q16.3
72,891,116
110,736,632
37.8
38w0d
1970
NA
NA
+

Patient 4

+
+
-

+
+
+

1y6m
Male
6q14.1q15
81,135,362
93,665,050
12.5
NA
NA
NA
NA
+

Patient 5

+
+
+
+
+
Cryptorchidism,
ptosis

3y2m
Male
6q14.2q15
84,025,024
88,452,718
4.4
40w6d
3194
50.5
35
+
DQ 38
+

Patient 6

+
+
+
+

2y3m
Female
6q16.1
92,902,137
101,255,262
8.4
39w5d
2860
48
30.4
+
DQ below 35
-2.6SD
-

Patient 7

Hypothyroidism,
precocious
puberty, obesity

16y4m
Female
6q16.1q16.3
96,533,420
101,724,035
5.2
38w4d
3048
NA
NA
±
IQ 76
-

Patient 8

y, years; m, months; w, weeks; s, days; NA, not available, DQ, developmental quotient; IQ, inteligent quotient, *Genomic cordinate corresponds to GRCh37/hg19.

Age
Gender
Chromosome band
Start*
End*
Delition Size (Mb)
Gestational age
Birth weight
Birth length
Birth occipitofrontal circumference
Developmental delay
DQ/IQ
Growth deficiency
Microcephaly
Epilepsy
MRI brain abnormalities
Gastrointestinal anomalies
Genital anomalies
Distinctive facia features
Low-ser-ears
Epicanthus
Blepharophimosis
Micrognathia
Flat nasal bridge
Wide ala nasi
Hypertelorism
Other findings

Patient 3

Patient 1

Items

Patient 2

Table 1. Clinical features of the patients in this study

+
-

5y7m
Male
6q16.3q21
98,273,562
117,068,093
18.8
37w6d
2156
46
32
+
DQ 35
+
NA
+
-

Patient 9
Patient 11

Patient 12

+
+
+

+
+
+
+

-

3y10m
4y10m
13y9m
Female
Male
Female
6q21q22.1
6q21q22.31 6q22.1q22.31
108,670,734 113,020,897 114,656,502
115,143,797 125,341,725 123,074,922
6.5
12.3
8.4
39w6d
39w0d
40w5d
3554
3165
2595
52
49.1
46.2
34
32.5
31
+
+
+
DQ60
DQ below 35
DQ54
+
+
+
NA
+
-

Patient 10
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The fifth patient, an 18-month-old boy (patient
5), had no remarkable perinatal history. The patient
showed psychomotor developmental delays from early
infancy. There were several abnormal findings, such
as blephaophimosis, small jaw, hypertrichosis on the
back, tapered phalanges, long first toe, accessory ears,
abnormal dentition, hypodontia, soft larynx, and left
optic nerve hypoplasia. Gastroesophageal reflux disease
was also observed. Brain MRI showed corpus callosum
hypoplasia and delayed myelination. However, there were
no abnormal results from the laboratory tests for inborn
errors of metabolism, mitochondrial disease, Pompe's
disease, Fabry disease, and mucopolysaccharidosis.
Auditory testing revealed no abnormalities.
Motor development in a 3-year-old boy (patient 6)
was delayed; he achieved head control at 8 months,
independent sitting at 12 months, crawling at 12 months,
and independent walking at 32 months. His language
development was severely delayed, and he could not
speak comprehensibly. He showed distinctive features
that included flat occiput, hypertelorism, epicanthus,
bilateral ptosis, strabismus, flat basal bridge, low-set ears,
small mouth, short neck, and bilateral cryptorchidism.
The seventh patient, a 27-month-old girl (patient 7),
had a small jaw as a distinctive feature. She could crawl,
but could not grasp or speak significantly, indicating
psychomotor developmental delay. Ophthalmological
examination revealed interocular dissection. A
neurological examination revealed generalized hypotonia.
Brain MRI showed no abnormalities. Moreover, there
were no abnormalities found upon routine laboratory
examination. She is now 15 years of age. The patient had
severe intellectual disability with microcephaly and was
not obese.
The eighth patient was a 16-year-4-month-old
girl (Patient 8) who was diagnosed with psychomotor
developmental delay and hypothyroidism at 14 months
of age. She developed precocious puberty and was
treated with leuplin, but later she became amenorrheic.
This patient was 151 cm tall (-1.3 SD) and weighed 79
kg (+2.6 SD), which indicated obesity.
The ninth patient was a 5-year-7-month-old boy
(patient 9) who showed developmental delay. At 2
years of age, he started to walk independently and had
no significant speech, indicating delayed development.
The patient had a small jaw and was short in stature.
Gastroesophageal reflux disease, sleep apnea syndrome,
and scoliosis were also observed.
The tenth patient, a 3-year-10-month-old girl (patient
10), had occipital flatness, bilateral eye openings, lamina
propria, auricular deformity, low nasal apex, wide nasal
bridge, bilateral middle fingers, and curly hair. Brain
MRI showed corpus callosum hypoplasia. At the time
of examination, her height, weight, and occipitofrontal
circumference were 107 cm (+2.3 SD), 18.1 kg (+1.7
SD), and 47.3 cm (-1.2 SD), respectively; this indicated a
relatively large stature.
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A 4-year-10-month-old boy (patient 11) had sufficient
head and neck control; however, he was not ambulatory
and has no significant speech, indicating a developmental
delay. Physical examination revealed microcephaly,
occipital flatness, bilateral eye openings, lamina propria,
low auricular position, flat nasal dorsum, cleft palate, and
a small mandible. He experienced epileptic seizures, with
loss of consciousness for a few seconds, and was taking
antiepileptic drugs.
The twelfth patient, a 13-year-9-month-old girl
(patient 12), had developmental delay hand tremors.
Brain MRI revealed an enlarged cerebellar fissure. EEG
abnormalities were also observed. The patient did not
experience any epileptic seizures.
According to the genome map (Figure 1), the deleted
regions in two of the patients (patients 4 and 7) included
SIM1, which was confirmed to contribute to obesity and
PWS-like features when loss-of-function variants were
present in the coding region (8). Indeed, patient 7 showed
PWS-like phenotypes, including obesity; however,
patient 4 showed a much more severe developmental
delay than that of patient 7. The PWS-like phenotypes
could not be distinguished owing to the large region of
deletion in 6q, that was observed in this study.
Additionally, patient 4 exhibited urinary tract
abnormalities. The overlapping regions of the deletions
in patients 4, 5, and 6 included TBX18 (MIM* 604613),
which is related to "congenital anomalies of kidney and
urinary tract" (MIM# 143400). However, TBX18 variants
identified in humans with congenital anomalies of kidney
and urinary tract exert a dominant-negative effect rather
than haploinsufficiency (9). Thus, we considered that the
urinary tract abnormalities observed in patient 4 were not
related to the deletion of TBX18, which explained why
patient 5 did not show any urinary tract abnormalities.
The overlapping regions of deletion in patients 4,
5, and 6 included ZNF292 (MIM* 616213), which
is related to "intellectual developmental disorder,
autosomal dominant 64" (MIM# 619188). Therefore,
the haploinsufficiency of ZNF292 may have contributed
to the developmental delay observed in patients 4 and
5 (10,11). Furthermore, Zhou et al. (2017) reported a
patient with developmental delay in association with an
overlapping region of a deletion from 6q14.1 to 6q15;
this suggested that the haploinsufficiency of ZNF292 is
responsible for the delayed development (12).
Additionally, the overlapping region of the
deletions in patients 4 and 5 included BACH2 (MIM*
605394), which is related to "immunodeficiency 60 and
autoimmunity" (IMD60) (MIM# 618394). Previous
reports determined that missense variations of BACH2
contributed to the dominant negative effects; therefore,
BACH2 was excluded from this analysis (13).
The shortest region of overlapping deletions was
observed in patients 2, 3, and 4. This region included
PHIP (MIM* 612870), which is known to cause ChungJansen syndrome (CHUJANS; MIM# 617991), a clinical
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entity characterized by global developmental delay in
infants, impaired intellectual development or learning
difficulties, behavioral abnormalities, dysmorphic
features, and obesity (14). Thus, it is plausible that PHIP
haploinsufficiency contributed to the neurodevelopmental
delay observed in patients 2, 3, and 4.
Becker et al. reported two patients with
microdeletions in 6q (15). One of the patients (patient
2) showed a more proximal deletion than that observed
in the patient reported by Zhou et al. (12). The deleted
region included ADGRB3 (MIM* 602684). ADGRB3
is a member of the adhesion-G protein-coupled
receptor family and is mostly expressed in the brain
(16). Although the pLI score of ADGRB3 was "1",
which indicated intolerance for haploinsufficiency,
previously reported ADGRB3 variants were biallelic.
Thus, it is unknown whether ADGRB3 is related to the
developmental delay observed in patient 1.
The haploinsufficiency of the other genes located
in the proximal regions of 6q may be related to the
clinical features observed in this study. KCNQ5 (MIM
* 607357), located on 6q13, is related to "intellectual
developmental disorder, autosomal dominant 46" (MIM#
617601) (17). Loss-of-function variants in KCNQ5 were
predicted to lower the seizure threshold by decreasing
the repolarization reserve; therefore, it is possible that
KCNQ5 haploinsufficiency contributed to the clinical
features that were observed in patient 2.
Additionally, GRIK2 (MIM* 138244) was located
in the deleted regions in patients 4 and 9. It is related to
"neurodevelopmental disorder with impaired language
and ataxia and with or without seizures" (MIN# 619580).
However, the identified variants of GRIK2 were related
to gain-of-function (18); thus, the haploinsufficiency
of GRIK2 would not have contributed to the clinical
features of these patients.
WASF1 (MIM* 605035) and CDK19 (MIM* 614720)
were in the deleted regions that were observed in patients
9 and 10. WASF1 is responsible for "neurodevelopmental
disorder with absent language and variable seizures"
(MIM# 618707). Previously reported WASF1 variants
were nonsense variants, and they were considered
to have dominant negative effects, which were a
consequence of evading nonsense mediated decay (19).
CDK19 is associated with "developmental and epileptic
encephalopathy 87" (MIM# 618916). All previously
reported variants of CDK19 were dominant negative
missense variants that resulted (20). Therefore, it is
difficult to attribute the developmental delay observed in
patients 8 and 9 to WASF1 or CDK19 haploinsufficiency.
The overlapping region of the deletions observed in
patients 9 and 10 was proposed as the etiology for acrocardio-facial syndrome (MIM 600460) (21,22); however,
none of the patients showed any symptoms related to
acro-cardio-facial syndrome.
Furthermore, NUS1 (MIM* 610463) was located in
the deleted regions observed in patients 10 and 11. NUS1

is responsible for "intellectual developmental disorder,
autosomal dominant 55, with seizures" (MIM# 617831).
Because previously reported NUS1 variants were related
to loss of function, haploinsufficiency was considered
the pathogenic mechanism (23).
4. Conclusion
Among the genes in the long arm of chromosome 6
(chr6:65,485,026-125,341,725), only five genes (SIM1,
ZNF292, PHIP, KCNQ5, and NUS1) were considered
to be related to the developmental delay observed in the
patients reported in this study.
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SUMMARY

LUCA, the last universal common ancestor, is the hypothetical most recent common ancestor of the
three domains of life which share the universal genes (UG). It seems interesting to evaluate whether the
UG phylogeny has had an impact on current Human gene constraints. A list of human homologs of UG
was retrieved from the eggNOG database. We analyzed this LUCA gene (LG) group, and a random
sample of 500 genes from the gnomAD database (RG group). Gene constraint metrics were retrieved
from gnomAD and associations with Mendelian diseases and modes of inheritance were retrieved
from OMIM. The LG group consisted of 277 genes and the RG group, 492 (8 genes were in LG
group). 38.6% of the genes in the LG group and 25.2% of the genes in the RG group were associated
with a Mendelian disease (p < 0.0001). The mode of inheritance was more often autosomal recessive
(69.0 vs. 50.5%), and less often autosomal dominant (19.0 vs. 31.3%), or mixed (6.0 vs. 12.1%) for
those associated with the LG group (p = 0.048). The LG group was significantly more constrained
for missense variants (MOEUF, 0.919 vs. 0.997, p < 0.0001) and was borderline significantly more
constrained for loss-of-function variants (LOEUF, 0.872 vs. 0.947, p = 0.051). These results suggest
that the UG in humans differs from the rest of the genome in terms of constraints and associated
Mendelian diseases. It suggests that phylogenic data can explain some of the characteristics of human
genes and could help in interpreting variants.
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1. Introduction
LUCA (the last universal common ancestor) is the
hypothetical most recent common ancestor of the
three domains of life, archaea, bacteria and eukarya
(1). LUCA's nature is elusive – presumed to be hyperthermophilic to mesophilic for example (1-3) – because it
is a reconstruction, based on comparisons of the genomes
of current living organisms. While the size of LUCA's
genome is unknown, it is assumed to at least contain the
limited set of genes found across all three domains of
life, sometimes referred to as the ancestral genetic core
of cells or universal genes.
The genome aggregation database (gnomAD)
contains more than 100,000 human exomes and
genomes, along with annotations including constraint
metrics that quantify the relative intolerance to variation
of each protein-coding gene. These constraint metrics
are calculated as the ratio of observed to expected
synonymous, missense and loss-of-function variants,

lower scores indicating more constrained genes. They
have been used to interpret next generation-sequencing
data, notably in the context of Mendelian diseases (4),
and are presumed to be a reflection of natural selection (5)
In this study, we investigated whether the
phylogenetic characteristics of LUCA genes are reflected
in specific levels of genetic constraints or frequencies of
associated Mendelian diseases.
2. Material and Methods
The gnomAD constraint metric by gene table (6) was
downloaded from the gnomAD website (https://gnomad.
broadinstitute.org/downloads, file "pLoF Metrics by
Gene TSV"). The list of human homologs of universal
genes (the LUCA gene (LG) group) was retrieved
from the eggNOG database (7) (http://eggnogdb.
embl.de/) using the clusters of orthologous groups
(COGs) described by Harris et al. (8), Ciccarelli et al.
(9), et Puigbò et al. 2009 (10) as being representative
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of universal genes. The functional categories and
number of human homologs per COG were recorded
(Supplemental Table S1, http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=103). The LG
group was analyzed in comparison with the random gene
(RG) group, a random sample of 500 of the 19,704 genes
in the gnomAD table.
The variables considered for each gene were the
genetic constraint metrics (the synonymous, missense
and loss-of-function observed/expected upper
bound fractions, the SOEUF, MOEUF and LOEUF,
respectively) and chromosome localization. Manual
searches were performed for each gene on the Online
Inheritance in Man (OMIM) website (11) between
15 October 2019 and 5 May 2020 for each of the
included genes. The data retrieved were the existence
of an associated Mendelian disease (non-diseases and
multifactorial disorders were not considered), and
for each disease, the recorded mode of inheritance
(autosomal dominant, autosomal recessive or X-linked).
For genes associated with multiple phenotypes, the
number of associated Mendelian diseases was also
recorded. and the mode of inheritance was recorded as
mixed if it varied between phenotypes. All statistical
analyses were performed with SPSS.
No ethics approval was required under French law
as the study only involved data analysis. Database data
were used in accordance with the corresponding data use
agreements.
3. Results and Discussion
Among the 80, 36 and 102 COGs respectively described
by Harris et al., Ciccarelli et al., and Puigbò et al. (810), as being representative of universal genes, 120
were unique and 33 were common to the three lists
(Figure 1). Fourteen had no human homolog (COG0073,
COG0250, COG0540 and COG0071 from Harris et al.
(8) and COG0136, COG0195, COG0492, COG0575,
COG0358, COG0455, COG0527, COG0528, COG1080
and COG2812 from Puigbò et al. (10) and three human

Figure 1. Venn diagram of the clusters of orthologous groups
(COGs) retrieved from Harris et al., Ciccarelli et al., and Puigbò
et al. Diagram prepared using the website https://bioinformatics.psb.
ugent.be/webtools/Venn/
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genes were identified as homologs for two COGs (YARS,
COG0143 and COG0162; NME8, COG0105 and
COG0526; and EPRS, COG0008 and COG0442). The
mean number of homologs per COG was 5.2 (SD, 5.9;
range, 1-23), giving a total of 277 genes in the LG group.
For the RG group, eight of the 500 initially selected genes
were discarded because they also appeared in the LG
group. The final number of genes analyzed was therefore
769 (277 in the LG group and 492 in the RG group).
The OMIM database is 17.5% smaller than gnomAD
(16,253 vs. 19,704 genes). Eighteen (6.5%) of the genes
in the LG group and 99 (20.1%) of the genes in the
RG group were not listed in the OMIM database (p <
0.0001). Among genes present in the OMIM database,
100/259 (38.6%) of those in the LG group and 99/393
(25.2%) of those in the RG group were associated
with a Mendelian disease (p < 0.0001). The mode of
inheritance was more often autosomal recessive and
less often autosomal dominant or mixed for diseases
associated with the LG group (69.0 vs. 50.5%, 19.0 vs.
31.3%, and 6.0 vs. 12.1%, respectively, p = 0.048; Table
1). The LG group was significantly more constrained for
missense variants (MOEUF, 0.919 vs. 0.997, p < 0.0001)
and was borderline significantly more constrained for
loss-of-function variants (LOEUF, 0.872 vs. 0.947, p =
0.051). Limiting the analysis to COGs with five or fewer
homologs (because only one COG each had 6, 7, 9, 12
and 23 homologs), the number of homologs per COG
was not significantly correlated with the SOEUF (ρ =
−0.09, 95% CI [−0.22, 0.04], p = 0.17), MOEUF (ρ =
0.13, 95% CI [−0.01, 0.25], p = 0.061) or the LOEUF
(ρ = 0.11, 95% CI [−0.02, 0.24], p = 0.095) of the genes
(Figure 2).
The analysis was repeated for the LGmin group,
consisting of 62 genes associated with the 31 COGs
common to all three lists (mean number of homologs
per COG, 2.5; SD, 1.1; range, 1-5; details in Table 1).
Comparisons with the RG group showed the same,
if slightly stronger trends as observed for the full LG
group, with a higher proportion of genes present in the
OMIM and associated with a Mendelian disease than
in the RG group. The LGmin group was significantly
more constrained for synonymous variants and missense
variants but was not significantly more constrained
for loss-of-function variants (Table 1). The number
of homologs per COG was significantly but weakly
correlated with the MOEUF (ρ = 0.38, 95% CI [0.1249,
0.5713], p = 0.004), and the LOEUF of the LGmin
genes (ρ = 0.30, 95% CI [0.05, 0.52], p = 0.02), and nonsignificantly correlated with the SOEUF (ρ = −0.2153,
95% CI [−0.45, 0.04], p = 0.1).
One possible explanation for these results is that the
genes in the two groups belong to different functional
categories. For example, 45.7% of those in the RG group
are of unknown function (218/ 477 as 15 gene of RG
group are not present in eggNOG database), whereas
none of those in the LG group are; and conversely, while
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Figure 2. (A) Distributions of synonymous,
missense, and loss-of-function observed/
expected upper bound fractions (respectively
SOEUF, MOEUF and LOEUF for LUCA
genes (LG group, n = 277; orange),
consensus LUCA genes (LGmin group,
n = 62, blue), and a random selection of
human gene (RG group, n = 492, green). (B)
SOEUF, MOEUF, and LOEUF scores of
LUCA genes as a function of the number of
genes in the corresponding COG (cluster or
orthologous groups). Figure prepared using
the website https://huygens.science.uva.nl/
PlotsOfData

Table 1. Gene characteristics according to groups
Items

LUCA genes
(LG group)

Consensus LUCA
genes
(LGmin group)

Random selection
of genes
(RG group)

Genes

277

62

492

Present in the OMIM database

259 (93.5%)

58 (93.5%)

Associated with Mendelian disease
in the OMIM database

100 (38.6%)

Autosomal dominant inheritance
Autosomal recessive inheritance

LG vs. RG

LGmin vs. RG

393 (79.9%)

p < 0.0001

p = 0.009

27 (46.6%)

99 (25.2%)

p < 0.0001

p = 0.001

19 (19%)

7 (25.9%)

31 (31.3%)

69 (69%)

17 (63%)

50 (50.5%)

Autosomal recessive and dominant
inheritance

6 (6%)

2 (7.4%)

12 (12.1%)

p = 0.048

p = 0.782

X-linked inheritance

6 (6%)

1 (3.7%)

6 (6.1%)

Mean number of OMIM phenotypes
per gene associated with a Mendelian
disease (SD)

1.25 (0.626)

1.19 (0.396)

1.34 (0.641)

p = 0.3

p = 0.225

Mean SOEUF (SD)

1.263 (0.209)

1.312 (0.241)

1.235 (0.214)

p = 0.079

p = 0.009

Mean MOEUF (SD)

0.919 (0.252)

0.837 (0.277)

0.997 (0.248)

p < 0.0001

p < 0.0001

Mean LOEUF (SD)

0.872 (0.481)

0.787 (0.493)

0.947 (0.512)

p = 0.051

p = 0.021

LUCA, last universal common ancestor; OMIM, Online Inheritance in Man; SD, standard deviation; SOEUF, synonymous observed/expected
upper bound fraction; MOEUF, missense observed/expected upper bound fraction; LOEUF, loss-of-function observed/expected upper bound
fraction.

only 9 genes in the RG group (1.9%) are involved in
translation, ribosomal structure and biogenesis, 131
(47.3%) of those in the LG group are. We therefore
performed the same analysis considering each functional
group separately.
Subgroup analysis was performed for the 12
functional categories found in both groups and
containing more than 10 genes (C, CO, E, F, G, H, J, K,
L, M, O, U). The MOEUF and LOEUF values for the
LG group were lower than those in the RG group in 8/12
functional categories (C, G, J, K, L, M, O and U), with

statically significant differences for M and U in terms
of MOEUF and LOEUF and for K in terms of MOEUF.
The results for the SOEUF metric were more variable,
with values obtained for the LG group being lower in
6 categories but higher in the 6 others. The number of
associated Mendelian diseases was non-significantly
higher in the LG group for 7 functional categories (G, H,
I, J, K, M, O), and significantly higher for the L category,
and the same as in the RG group for the U category
(Supplemental Table S2, http://www.irdrjournal.com/
action/getSupplementalData.php?ID=104).
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This is, to our knowledge, the first study of genetic
constraint in the putative ancestral core of the human
genome. We found that these LUCA genes were slightly
more constrained than a random sample of genes
for missense and loss-of-function variants, and less
constrained for synonymous variants. Whereas LUCA
genes were found to be more frequently associated with
Mendelian diseases, strangely, the mode of inheritance
was more frequently autosomal recessive (69.0% vs.
50.5%) and less frequently autosomal dominant (19.0
vs. 31.3%) than it was for diseases associated with the
randomly selected genes. Genes with lower LOEUFs
tend to be haploinsufficiency genes and less commonly
autosomal recessive (6). However, the mean LOEUF
of the LUCA genes (0.872) is well above the threshold
below which genes are usually considered constrained
(0.35) (12). The fact that a higher proportion of universal
genes are associated with autosomal recessive diseases,
suggests that ancient genes are more constrained but
have become more tolerant of heterozygous loss-offunction.
The fact that the analysis in terms of eggNOG
functional categories produced the same results
suggests that our results are not an artefact due to the
large proportion of LUCA genes linked to translation,
ribosomal structure and biogenesis or due to the ~50% of
randomly selected genes being of unknown function.
Unsurprisingly, since gene duplication has been an
important force in evolution (13), most COGs were
associated with several human genes. It could have been
assumed that constraints on the two genes would differ
after duplication, one being more constrained and the
other less as a new function is acquired (14). However,
the variations in MOEUF, LOEUF and SOEUF values
were huge even when the corresponding COG was
only associated with a single gene, and the number of
homologs per COG was only weakly correlated with
these metrics, and thus the effect does not seem to be
important.
In conclusion, these preliminary results suggest that
the ancestral core differs from the rest of the human
genome in terms of genetic constraint and associated
Mendelian diseases. An interesting line of research may
be to use phylogenic data to uncover whether these
universal genes can explain some of the characteristics
of human genes and help in interpreting variation in a
clinical setting.
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SUMMARY

Since April 5, 2022, an increase in cases of severe acute hepatitis of unknown etiology among
children with no underlying conditions was first reported in the United Kingdom (UK). Testing
excluded viral hepatitis types A, B, C, D, and E and other known common and uncommon infectious
and non-infectious causes of acute hepatitis. As of May 26, 2022, 650 cases of acute hepatitis
of unknown etiology in children have been reported in at least 33 countries worldwide, with 99
additional cases pending classification. Here, the current prevalence of this condition around the
world, a hazard analysis, possible causes, the risk of an outbreak in China, and advice on prevention
have been briefly reviewed.
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1. Introduction
Since January 2022, cases of acute hepatitis of unknown
etiology in previously healthy children have been
reported in Europe, the USA, Japan and other regions and
countries, causing widespread concern around the world.
These cases excluded hepatitis viruses A, B, C, D, and
E and other known common and uncommon infectious
and non-infectious causes of acute hepatitis (1,2). There
is no standard term for these cases of hepatitis. Here, the
term "acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children"
as recommended by the World Health Organization
(WHO) has been adopted. The current prevalence of this
condition around the world, a hazard analysis, possible
causes, the risk of an outbreak in China, and advice on
prevention have been briefly reviewed.
2. Global epidemic situation
On April 5, 2022, there were reports of 10 cases of
severe acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children in
the United Kingdom, and these cases involved children
< 10 years of age. As of May 26, 2022, 650 cases of
acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children have
been reported in at least 33 countries worldwide, with
99 additional cases pending classification (3). Compared
to the last notification by the WHO on April 23, 2022,
the number of cases increased from 169 to 650, and the
number of countries reporting cases increased from 22 to

33. Of 650 probable cases, 222 (34.2%) were reported in
the UK, the first country where they were reporter. Two
hundred and sixteen cases (33.2%) were reported in the
United States. In addition, Japan has reported 31 cases,
which is the most in Asia. Canada has reported 10 cases
and Mexico has reported 10 cases as well. Of the 33
countries that reported cases, 22 (66.7%) are in Europe,
where 374 cases were reported. Other European countries
besides the UK that have reported high numbers of cases
include: Spain (29 cases), Italy (27), Belgium (14), the
Netherlands (14), Portugal (11), Sweden (9), and Ireland
(7) (Figures 1 and 2).
Of the 650 cases of acute hepatitis of unknown
etiology in children, children in 9 cases (1.38%) died.
At least 38 children (5.85%) required a liver transplant.
The majority of reported cases (n = 490; 75.4%) involve
children under 5 years of age. Of 156 patients on which
information is available, 22 were critically ill and
admitted to the ICU and 14 underwent a liver transplant.
As of June 9, 2022, 402 cases have been reported in
Europe according to the European Centre for Disease
Prevention and Control (ECDC). Cases were reported
in the United Kingdom (224), Spain (36), Italy (31),
Belgium (14), the Netherlands (14), Portugal (15),
Sweden (9), Ireland (13), Poland (8), Denmark (7),
France (7), Greece (6), and Norway (5) (4). No cases
have been reported in China to date (Figure 3).
Epidemiologically, the vast majority of reported cases
are unrelated. Moreover, there were no familial clusters
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Figure 1. Distribution of probable cases of acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children by country in five WHO Regions as of May 26,
2022 (n = 650). From the WHO.

Figure 2. Reported cases of acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children by country in five WHO Regions as of May 26, 2022 (n = 650)
and as of April 21, 2022 (n = 169). From the WHO.

of the condition. The children were reported in different
countries, and no travel history associated with the cases
was noted. At present, most cases reported worldwide
are sporadic, with no clusters or evidence of human-tohuman transmission of infection. Although the risk at the
global level was assessed as moderate, the WHO does
not recommend travel restrictions for countries with
cases (3).
3. Hazard analysis
The clinical characteristics of acute hepatitis of
unknown etiology in children are as follows: An age of
onset ranging from 1 month to 16 years of age, being
previously healthy, and mostly involving children under
5 years of age. The main manifestations the condition

include nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, jaundice, pale stool,
and drowsiness. A fever has been noted in a few cases,
most patients have no respiratory symptoms, ALT
and AST levels are higher than 500 IU/L (higher than
2000 IU/L in some cases), and most cases have a good
prognosis, but a few children develop liver failure and
require a liver transplant (3,5,6).
There have been sporadic cases of acute hepatitis of
unknown cause in children in the past, but the reason
why this condition has aroused global attention now is
because: 1) The number of children with acute hepatitis
of unknown etiology and the number of countries
reporting cases have increased rapidly in a short period
of time. For example, only 169 cases were reported in
22 countries on April 23, 2022, while 650 cases were
reported in 33 countries on May 26, 2022. Moreover,
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Figure 3. Reported cases of acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children by country in European Region as of June 9, 2022 (n = 402)
and as of April 27, 2022 (n = 166). From the ECDC. *Cases in the UK as of April 20, 2022.

due to the limited capacity to monitor the condition in
some countries and regions, the true number of cases
may be underestimated. 2) Compared to the previously
reported cases of acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in
children, cases being reported now are clinically severe,
with a higher proportion of patients developing acute
liver failure, requiring a liver transplant, and having a
higher mortality. 3) The etiology is unknown, precluding
assessment of the potential for further transmission. 4)
This condition appeared during the COVID-19 epidemic
and an association with SARS-CoV-2 cannot be
completely ruled out. 5) Children have a limited ability
to defend against disease, and this is particularly true
for children under 5 years of age. Children are known
to have a more limited organ reserve than adults; their
condition changes rapidly and illnesses are more likely
to be fatal. 6) Thus far, clusters of cases have not been
noted, but human-to-human transmission cannot be
completely ruled out yet. Therefore, attention should be
paid to acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children.
4. Possible causes
The exact etiology is unknown, and hepatitis viruses A,
B, C, D, and E were excluded in these cases. According
to the ECDC, specimens were collected in 293 cases
and tested for adenovirus, of which 158 (53.9%) were
positive. A total of 273 children with acute hepatitis
of unknown cause were identified by PCR for SARSCOV-2, of which 29 (10.6%) tested positive. Serological
tests for SARS-COV-2 were performed in 47 cases,
of which 30 (63.8%) were positive (3). To the extent
known, adenoviruses mainly cause respiratory infections
and rarely cause severe acute hepatitis. According to
the ECDC, an infectious agent (including adenovirus or
a novel variant adenovirus or a new variant of SARS-

CoV-2 or other pathogen) remains the most plausible
cause, but a drug, a toxin, environmental exposure, etc.
cannot be completely ruled out (7). Many children under
the age of 10 in Europe have not been vaccinated against
COVID-19, so acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in
children is not considered to be related to COVID-19
vaccine so far.
Since liver biopsy specimens were not pathologically
diagnosed in most cases, there is no direct grounds for
considering the condition to be adenovirus hepatitis.
Therefore, a confirmed diagnosis of adenovirus hepatitis
based only on test results of specimens from the
respiratory tract, digestive tract, and blood is difficult.
Previously, the majority of confirmed cases of adenovirus
hepatitis have been reported in immunocompromised
or immunosuppressive adults, such as patients with
lymphoma or patients receiving immunosuppressive
agents while undergoing a liver transplant (8-10). In
those cases, a liver biopsy was pathologically diagnosed,
e.g., electron microscopy of biopsied liver tissue revealed
adenovirus particles.
There are a few cases of acute hepatitis caused by
adenovirus in children in the literature, where adenovirus
hepatitis was confirmed by pathological results of
a liver biopsy. In Canada, a 20-month-old boy with
atypical malformed rhabdomyoma (ATRT) underwent
a liver biopsy after admission. Adenovirus hepatitis
was confirmed when electron microscopy revealed
adenovirus particles, and the patient was positive for
adenovirus according to PCR (11). A liver biopsy is
difficult to perform in children because they are not as
capable of tolerating the procedure as adults and they
cannot hold their breath.
In addition to adenoviruses, Epstein-Barr viruses,
enteroviruses, rhinoviruses, metapneumoviruses,
and respiratory syncytial viruses were also reported
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to associated with hepatitis in children (13). Other
rare pathogens causing hepatitis in children include
human parvovirus B19, rotavirus, Boca virus,
respiratory envelope virus, cytomegalovirus, varicellazoster virus, and measles virus (13-18). In addition
to microbial pathogens, other conditions that cause
hepatitis in children include Wilson's disease, hereditary
hemochromatosis (HH), hereditary hyperbilirubinemia,
an ɑ-1 antitrypsin deficiency, drug-induced liver failure,
Reye syndrome, cystic fibrosis, Alagille syndrome, and
tyrosinemia type I, etc..
5. Risk assessment in China
Based on the currently available information, an outbreak
of acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children in
China is unlikely in the short term. Possible reasons
for this may be: 1) Current epidemiological data have
revealed no evidence of human-to-human transmission,
with 650 cases distributed across 33 countries; 2) China's
strict and scientific COVID-19 epidemic prevention
policy ensures that imported cases are prevented.
Chinese Customs will continue to take strict measures
to ensure entry-exit health quarantines, enhance multidepartment joint prevention and control, and strictly
prevent the risk of imported epidemics. 3) Good hand
hygiene, wearing masks, etiquette when coughing, social
distancing and other measures to combat COVID-19
have been well understood and implemented by the
general public. Common respiratory infections in
children, as an example, have been significantly reduced
since the implementation of COVID-19 prevention
policies in China. At present, China's experience with the
prevention and control of COVID-19 and improvements
in public health awareness have greatly helped to
prevent acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children.
4) Practice has proven that the dynamic zero-COVID
approach safeguards people's health best. These epidemic
prevention policies are conducive to the prevention
and control of acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in
children. However, the possibility of acute hepatitis of
unknown cause in children appearing in China in the
future cannot be completely ruled out.

should be washed, they should wear a mask, and they
should practice good hand hygiene and maintain social
distancing. In addition, children with symptoms such as
vomiting and diarrhea should stay at home for 48 hours
until symptoms disappear before returning to school
or kindergarten. Healthcare workers, and especially
pediatric medical staff, should be on high alert for clinical
symptoms of hepatitis in children. Suspected cases of
acute hepatitis of unknown etiology in children should
be reported to the Centers for Disease Control (CDC)
as soon as possible and affected children should be sent
to the hospital for testing to promptly identify the cause
of hepatitis. Health authorities should assemble experts
to study and discuss prevention and treatment strategies
and to formulate guidelines to facilitate diagnosis, case
investigation and reporting, and clinical management of
acute liver failure in children. Health authorities should
be prepared for any possible outbreak.
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A case of hilar biliary cystadenoma with elevated IgG4 levels
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SUMMARY

Cholangiocytic adenoma in the hilar bile duct is rare, and elevated IgG4 at the same time is
extremely rare. This situation has not been reported in the literature. Nonetheless, the current
case involved hilar biliary cystadenoma with elevated IgG4 levels. A 66-year-old man presented
at this hospital with dark tea-colored urine. Preoperative imaging studies suggested hilar
cholangiocarcinoma. This case demonstrates the difficulty of preoperative diagnosis of benign hilar
lesions and the rarity of two combined benign lesions. A point of contention is whether this case
should be treated with surgery or hormone therapy.
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Biliary cystadenoma is a rare benign cystic lesion of
the liver originating from the bile duct epithelium, and
it accounts for less than 5% of all hepatic cystic lesions
(1). Its pathogenesis is still unclear; its congenital
cause may be related to the abnormal development of
the vagus bile duct in the embryonic stage (2), and its
acquired causes are mainly related to liver cirrhosis and
oral contraceptives (3). The symptoms of this disease
are mostly atypical, and they often differ substantially
depending on the location and size of the tumor.
Moreover, there are no effective serological tumor
markers. For special types of bile duct cystadenomas,
the clinical features may even overlap with those of
hilar cholangiocarcinoma and IgG4-related sclerosing
cholangitis, which can easily lead to misdiagnosis. Here,
a case of hilar bile duct cystadenoma with elevated IgG4
is reported to improve the understanding of this disease.
A 66-year-old man visited a local hospital in
September 2019 due to "dark tea-colored urine for
longer than a month." Imaging studies suggested
hilar cholangiocarcinoma, and inflammatory lesions
were not excluded. Total bilirubin was 96.1 umol/
L, direct bilirubin was 67.8 umol/L, autoimmunerelated antibodies were negative, and the serological
tumor markers AFP, CA199, and CA125 were within
the normal range. In July 2020, total bilirubin was
76.0 umol/L, and direct bilirubin was 44.1 umol/L.
Afterwards, ERCP was performed and a common bile
duct stent was placed. Biliary cytology pathology: (hilar
bile duct) a small number of atypical glandular cells,
no typical cancer cells. The patient visited this hospital
in August, and bilirubin and serological tumor markers

were checked as before. CT, MRI, and MRCP revealed
stent shadows in the lumen of the common hepatic
duct. The hepatic hilum ended abruptly, the left and
right hepatic ducts were separated, the bile duct wall
had thickened, and suspicious soft tissue masses were
evident in the hepatic hilar region (Figure 1A).
Imaging studies could not rule out hilar
cholangiocarcinoma. Autoimmune-related cholangitis
was considered, but the serum IgG4 level was 1.670
g/L (Figure 1C), and imaging studies revealed no
other organ lesions. A left hepatectomy with caudate
lobe resection was performed on August 21, 2020. A
postoperative histopathological examination revealed
biliary cystadenoma and negativity for IgG4 (Figure
1B). The patient was discharged 14 days after surgery,
and further testing revealed that IgG4 had returned to
normal (Figure 1C).
Hilar bile duct cystadenoma and elevated IgG4
is a rare condition, and it has not been reported
previously. Ghazale et al. reported that one-third
of patients preoperatively diagnosed with hilar
cholangiocarcinoma were diagnosed with IgG4-related
cholangitis after surgery (4). At present, there are no
accurate diagnostic criteria for IgG4-related cholangitis
and obtaining a pathological diagnosis via a biopsy is
difficult, causing a delay in diagnosis. The serum IgG4
level has certain limitations as a diagnostic criterion
because some patients with IgG4-related cholangitis
have only a slight increase (between 1 and 4 times the
normal value); moreover, up to 15% of patients with
cholangiocarcinoma also have elevated serum levels
of IgG4 (5). According to the diagnostic criteria for
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duct resection. Even after local resection, extrahepatic
bile duct cystadenoma still has a recurrence rate of
50%, and the tumor should be completely resected to
achieve a negative resection margin before performing
cholangioenterostomy (9).
In summary, hormone therapy is the treatment of
choice for isolated IgG4-related cholangitis (10,11).
When cystadenoma is also present, however, whether
hormone therapy will delay or accelerate the malignant
transformation of the cystadenoma is unclear. As
corroborated by the literature, our center considers
cystadenoma to be a precancerous lesion. Hilar
cholangiocarcinoma could not be ruled out before
surgery, so surgical resection was performed in the
current case. This strategy warrants discussion, and it
needs to be studied in large-scale studies with a followup.

Figure 1. (A), MRI and MRCP showing the confluence of the left
and right hepatic ducts and a left bile duct mass; (B), Postoperative
pathology showing the dilated bile ducts and negativity for IgG4;
(C), Level of IgG4 pre- and post-operatively.

IgG4-related cholangitis devised in Japan in 2012
(6.7): (i) characteristic changes in biliary imaging; (ii)
serum IgG4 levels higher than the normal upper limit
(≥1.35 g/L); (iii) lesions in other organs as well; and
(iv) histopathological characteristics: ① infiltration of
landmark lymphocytes or plasma cells; ② infiltration of
IgG4-positive plasma cells (>10 IgG4-positive plasma
cells per high-power field); ③ spoke-shaped fibrosis;
and ④ obliterative phlebitis.
The current case involved a slight increase in
serum IgG4, a histology revealing no infiltration of
IgG4-positive cells, and no diffuse intrahepatic bile
duct lesions. The lesions overlapped cystadenoma
lesions, and both were located in the hilar bile duct.
The postoperative decrease in IgG4 to normal is also
a feature of this case that deserves attention. However,
a postoperative pathological examination of the
cystadenomas did not suggest that IgG4 was elevated in
diseased tissue, indicating that this case may have little
relationship to IgG4. Postoperatively, IgG4 decreased
below the normal level, which may be related to the
resection of the lesion and bile drainage. The local
inflammatory reaction subsided, and it needs to be
reviewed regularly after surgery. Previous studies have
reported that slight elevation of IgG4 may occur in bile
duct inflammation and bile duct malignancies (2,6), and
this clinical feature was also evident in the current case.
Imaging revealed no lesions in the pancreas, which is
the most frequently infiltrated organ in IgG4-related
cholangitis, or other organs, so a histological biopsy was
not clinically indicated. The malignant transformation
rate of intrahepatic bile duct cystadenoma is about 30%
(8), and it is considered to be a precancerous lesion, so
once it is found, it needs to be treated. Hilar invasion
should be treated with gallbladder and extrahepatic bile
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1. Scope of Articles
Intractable & Rare Diseases Research (Print ISSN 2186-3644,
Online ISSN 2186-361X) is an international peer-reviewed
journal. Intractable & Rare Diseases Research devotes to
publishing the latest and most significant research in intractable
and rare diseases. Articles cover all aspects of intractable and
rare diseases research such as molecular biology, genetics,
clinical diagnosis, prevention and treatment, epidemiology,
health economics, health management, medical care system,
and social science in order to encourage cooperation and
exchange among scientists and clinical researchers.
2. Submission Types
Original Articles should be well-documented, novel, and
significant to the field as a whole. An Original Article should
be arranged into the following sections: Title page, Abstract,
Introduction, Materials and Methods, Results, Discussion,
Acknowledgments, and References. Original articles should
not exceed 5,000 words in length (excluding references) and
should be limited to a maximum of 50 references. Articles may
contain a maximum of 10 figures and/or tables. Supplementary
Data are permitted but should be limited to information that
is not essential to the general understanding of the research
presented in the main text, such as unaltered blots and source
data as well as other file types.
Brief Reports definitively documenting either experimental
results or informative clinical observations will be considered
for publication in this category. Brief Reports are not intended
for publication of incomplete or preliminary findings. Brief
Reports should not exceed 3,000 words in length (excluding
references) and should be limited to a maximum of 4 figures
and/or tables and 30 references. A Brief Report contains the
same sections as an Original Article, but the Results and
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Reviews should present a full and up-to-date account of recent
developments within an area of research. Normally, reviews
should not exceed 8,000 words in length (excluding references)
and should be limited to a maximum of a maximum of 10
figures and/or tables and 100 references. Mini reviews are
also accepted, which should not exceed 4,000 words in length
(excluding references) and should be limited to a maximum of
5 figures and/or tables and 50 references.
Policy Forum articles discuss research and policy issues in
areas related to life science such as public health, the medical
care system, and social science and may address governmental
issues at district, national, and international levels of discourse.
Policy Forum articles should not exceed 3,000 words in length
(excluding references) and should be limited to a maximum of
5 figures and/or tables and 30 references.
Communications are short, timely pieces that spotlight new
research findings or policy issues of interest to the field of

Editorials are short, invited opinion pieces that discuss an
issue of immediate importance to the fields of global health,
medical practice, and basic science oriented for clinical
application. Editorials should not exceed 1,000 words in length
(excluding references) and should be limited to a maximum of
10 references. Editorials may contain one figure or table.
News articles should report the latest events in health sciences
and medical research from around the world. News should not
exceed 500 words in length.
Letters should present considered opinions in response to
articles published in Intractable & Rare Diseases Research in
the last 6 months or issues of general interest. Summaries of
research results and sharing of experiences in clinical practice
and basic research (findings based on case reports, clinical
pictures, etc.) can also be published as Letters. Letters should
not exceed 800 words in length and may contain a maximum
of 10 references. Letters may contain one figure or table.
3. Editorial Policies
For publishing and ethical standards, Intractable &
Rare Diseases Research follows the Recommendations
for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing, and Publication of
Scholarly Work in Medical Journals (http://www.icmje.org/
recommendations) issued by the International Committee
of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE), and the Principles of
Transparency and Best Practice in Scholarly Publishing
(https://doaj.org/bestpractice) jointly issued by the Committee
on Publication Ethics (COPE), the Directory of Open Access
Journals (DOAJ), the Open Access Scholarly Publishers
Association (OASPA), and the World Association of Medical
Editors (WAME).
Intractable & Rare Diseases Research will perform an
especially prompt review to encourage innovative work. All
original research will be subjected to a rigorous standard of
peer review and will be edited by experienced copy editors to
the highest standards.
Ethics: Intractable & Rare Diseases Research requires that
authors of reports of investigations in humans or animals
indicate that those studies were formally approved by a relevant
ethics committee or review board. For research involving
human experiments, a statement that the participants gave
informed consent before taking part (or a statement that it was
not required and why) should be indicated. Authors should
also state that the study conformed to the provisions of the
Declaration of Helsinki (as revised in 2013). When reporting
experiments on animals, authors should indicate whether
the institutional and national guide for the care and use of
laboratory animals was followed.
Conflict of Interest: All authors are required to disclose
any actual or potential conflict of interest including financial
interests or relationships with other people or organizations
that might raise questions of bias in the work reported. If no
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conflict of interest exists for each author, please state "There is
no conflict of interest to disclose".
Submission Declaration: When a manuscript is considered
for submission to Intractable & Rare Diseases Research,
the authors should confirm that 1) no part of this manuscript
is currently under consideration for publication elsewhere;
2) this manuscript does not contain the same information in
whole or in part as manuscripts that have been published,
accepted, or are under review elsewhere, except in the form of
an abstract, a letter to the editor, or part of a published lecture
or academic thesis; 3) authorization for publication has been
obtained from the authors' employer or institution; and 4) all
contributing authors have agreed to submit this manuscript.
Cover Letter: The manuscript must be accompanied by a
cover letter prepared by the corresponding author on behalf
of all authors. The letter should indicate the basic findings
of the work and their significance. The letter should also
include a statement affirming that all authors concur with the
submission and that the material submitted for publication has
not been published previously or is not under consideration
for publication elsewhere. The cover letter should be
submitted in PDF format. For example of Cover Letter,
please visit: Download Centre (https://www.irdrjournal.com/
downcentre).
Copyright: When a manuscript is accepted for publication in
Intractable & Rare Diseases Research, the transfer of copyright
is necessary. A JOURNAL PUBLISHING AGREEMENT
(JPA) form will be e-mailed to the authors by the Editorial
Office and must be returned by the authors as a scan. Only
forms with a hand-written signature are accepted. This copyright
will ensure the widest possible dissemination of information.
Please note that your manuscript will not proceed to the next
step in publication until the JPA Form is received. In addition,
if excerpts from other copyrighted works are included, the
author(s) must obtain written permission from the copyright
owners and credit the source(s) in the article.
Peer Review: Intractable & Rare Diseases Research uses
single-blind peer review, which means that reviewers know
the names of the authors, but the authors do not know who
reviewed their manuscript. The external peer review is
performed for research articles by at least two reviewers, and
sometimes the opinions of more reviewers are sought. Peer
reviewers are selected based on their expertise and ability
to provide high quality, constructive, and fair reviews. For
research manuscripts, the editors may, in addition, seek the
opinion of a statistical reviewer. Consideration for publication
is based on the article’s originality, novelty, and scientific
soundness, and the appropriateness of its analysis.
Suggested Reviewers: A list of up to 3 reviewers who are
qualified to assess the scientific merit of the study is welcomed.
Reviewer information including names, affiliations, addresses,
and e-mail should be provided at the same time the manuscript
is submitted online. Please do not suggest reviewers with
known conflicts of interest, including participants or anyone
with a stake in the proposed research; anyone from the same
institution; former students, advisors, or research collaborators
(within the last three years); or close personal contacts. Please
note that the Editor-in-Chief may accept one or more of the
proposed reviewers or may request a review by other qualified
persons.

Language Editing: Manuscripts prepared by authors whose
native language is not English should have their work proofread
by a native English speaker before submission. If not, this
might delay the publication of your manuscript in Intractable
& Rare Diseases Research.
The Editing Support Organization can provide English
proofreading, Japanese-English translation, and ChineseEnglish translation services to authors who want to publish
in Intractable & Rare Diseases Research and need assistance
before submitting a manuscript. Authors can visit this
organization directly at http://www.iacmhr.com/iac-eso/
support.php?lang=en. IAC-ESO was established to facilitate
manuscript preparation by researchers whose native language
is not English and to help edit works intended for international
academic journals.
4. Manuscript Preparation
Manuscripts are suggested to be prepared in accordance with
the "Recommendations for the Conduct, Reporting, Editing,
and Publication of Scholarly Work in Medical Journals", as
presented at http://www.ICMJE.org.
Manuscripts should be written in clear, grammatically correct
English and submitted as a Microsoft Word file in a singlecolumn format. Manuscripts must be paginated and typed in
12-point Times New Roman font with 24-point line spacing.
Please do not embed figures in the text. Abbreviations should
be used as little as possible and should be explained at first
mention unless the term is a well-known abbreviation (e.g.
DNA). Single words should not be abbreviated.
Title page: The title page must include 1) the title of the paper
(Please note the title should be short, informative, and contain
the major key words); 2) full name(s) and affiliation(s) of the
author(s), 3) abbreviated names of the author(s), 4) full name,
mailing address, telephone/fax numbers, and e-mail address
of the corresponding author; and 5) conflicts of interest (if
you have an actual or potential conflict of interest to disclose,
it must be included as a footnote on the title page of the
manuscript; if no conflict of interest exists for each author,
please state "There is no conflict of interest to disclose").
Please visit Download Centre and refer to the title page of the
manuscript sample.
Abstract: The abstract should briefly state the purpose of the
study, methods, main findings, and conclusions. For articles
that are Original Articles, Brief Reports, Reviews, or Policy
Forum articles, a one-paragraph abstract consisting of no
more than 250 words must be included in the manuscript. For
Communications, Editorials, News, or Letters, a brief summary
of main content in 150 words or fewer should be included in
the manuscript. Abbreviations must be kept to a minimum
and non-standard abbreviations explained in brackets at first
mention. References should be avoided in the abstract. Three to
six key words or phrases that do not occur in the title should be
included in the Abstract page.
Introduction: The introduction should be a concise statement
of the basis for the study and its scientific context.
Materials and Methods: The description should be brief
but with sufficient detail to enable others to reproduce
the experiments. Procedures that have been published
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previously should not be described in detail but appropriate
references should simply be cited. Only new and significant
modifications of previously published procedures require
complete description. Names of products and manufacturers
with their locations (city and state/country) should be given
and sources of animals and cell lines should always be
indicated. All clinical investigations must have been conducted
in accordance with Declaration of Helsinki principles. All
human and animal studies must have been approved by
the appropriate institutional review board(s) and a specific
declaration of approval must be made within this section.
Results: The description of the experimental results should
be succinct but in sufficient detail to allow the experiments
to be analyzed and interpreted by an independent reader.
If necessary, subheadings may be used for an orderly
presentation. All figures and tables must be referred to in the
text.
Discussion: The data should be interpreted concisely without
repeating material already presented in the Results section.
Speculation is permissible, but it must be well-founded,
and discussion of the wider implications of the findings is
encouraged. Conclusions derived from the study should be
included in this section.
Acknowledgments: All funding sources should be credited
in the Acknowledgments section. In addition, people who
contributed to the work but who do not meet the criteria for
authors should be listed along with their contributions.
References: References should be numbered in the order in
which they appear in the text. Citing of unpublished results,
personal communications, conference abstracts, and theses in
the reference list is not recommended but these sources may
be mentioned in the text. In the reference list, cite the names
of all authors when there are fifteen or fewer authors; if there
are sixteen or more authors, list the first three followed by
et al. Names of journals should be abbreviated in the style
used in PubMed. Authors are responsible for the accuracy
of the references. The EndNote Style of Intractable & Rare
Diseases Research could be downloaded at EndNote (https://
www.irdrjournal.com/examples/Intractable_Rare_Diseases_
Research.ens).
Examples are given below:
Example 1 (Sample journal reference):
Inagaki Y, Tang W, Zhang L, Du GH, Xu WF, Kokudo N.
Novel aminopeptidase N (APN/CD13) inhibitor 24F can
suppress invasion of hepatocellular carcinoma cells as well as
angiogenesis. Biosci Trends. 2010; 4:56-60.
Example 2 (Sample journal reference with more than 15
authors):
Darby S, Hill D, Auvinen A, et al. Radon in homes and risk of
lung cancer: Collaborative analysis of individual data from 13
European case-control studies. BMJ. 2005; 330:223.
Example 3 (Sample book reference):
Shalev AY. Post-traumatic stress disorder: Diagnosis, history
and life course. In: Post-traumatic Stress Disorder, Diagnosis,
Management and Treatment (Nutt DJ, Davidson JR, Zohar J,

eds.). Martin Dunitz, London, UK, 2000; pp. 1-15.
Example 4 (Sample web page reference):
World Health Organization. The World Health Report 2008 –
primary health care: Now more than ever. http://www.who.int/
whr/2008/whr08_en.pdf (accessed September 23, 2010).
Tables: All tables should be prepared in Microsoft Word or
Excel and should be arranged at the end of the manuscript
after the References section. Please note that tables should
not in image format. All tables should have a concise title and
should be numbered consecutively with Arabic numerals. If
necessary, additional information should be given below the
table.
Figure Legend: The figure legend should be typed on a
separate page of the main manuscript and should include a
short title and explanation. The legend should be concise but
comprehensive and should be understood without referring
to the text. Symbols used in figures must be explained. Any
individually labeled figure parts or panels (A, B, etc.) should
be specifically described by part name within the legend.
Figure Preparation: All figures should be clear and cited
in numerical order in the text. Figures must fit a one- or twocolumn format on the journal page: 8.3 cm (3.3 in.) wide for
a single column, 17.3 cm (6.8 in.) wide for a double column;
maximum height: 24.0 cm (9.5 in.). Please make sure that
the symbols and numbers appeared in the figures should be
clear. Please make sure that artwork files are in an acceptable
format (TIFF or JPEG) at minimum resolution (600 dpi for
illustrations, graphs, and annotated artwork, and 300 dpi for
micrographs and photographs). Please provide all figures as
separate files. Please note that low-resolution images are one
of the leading causes of article resubmission and schedule
delays.
Units and Symbols: Units and symbols conforming to
the International System of Units (SI) should be used for
physicochemical quantities. Solidus notation (e.g. mg/kg,
mg/mL, mol/mm2/min) should be used. Please refer to the SI
Guide www.bipm.org/en/si/ for standard units.
Supplemental data: Supplemental data might be useful
for supporting and enhancing your scientific research and
Intractable & Rare Diseases Research accepts the submission
of these materials which will be only published online
alongside the electronic version of your article. Supplemental
files (figures, tables, and other text materials) should be
prepared according to the above guidelines, numbered in
Arabic numerals (e.g., Figure S1, Figure S2, and Table S1,
Table S2) and referred to in the text. All figures and tables
should have titles and legends. All figure legends, tables and
supplemental text materials should be placed at the end of
the paper. Please note all of these supplemental data should
be provided at the time of initial submission and note that
the editors reserve the right to limit the size and length of
Supplemental Data.
5. Submission Checklist
The Submission Checklist will be useful during the final
checking of a manuscript prior to sending it to Intractable &
Rare Diseases Research for review. Please visit Download
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Centre and download the Submission Checklist file.
6. Online Submission
Manuscripts should be submitted to Intractable & Rare
Diseases Research online at https://www.irdrjournal.com. The
manuscript file should be smaller than 5 MB in size. If for any
reason you are unable to submit a file online, please contact the
Editorial Office by e-mail at office@irdrjournal.com
7. Accepted Manuscripts

Misconduct: Intractable & Rare Diseases Research takes
seriously all allegations of potential misconduct and adhere to
the ICMJE Guideline (http://www.icmje.org/recommendations)
and COPE Guideline (http://publicationethics.org/files/Code_
of_conduct_for_journal_editors.pdf). In cases of suspected
research or publication misconduct, it may be necessary
for the Editor or Publisher to contact and share submission
details with third parties including authors’ institutions and
ethics committees. The corrections, retractions, or editorial
expressions of concern will be performed in line with above
guidelines.

Proofs: Galley proofs in PDF format will be sent to the
corresponding author via e-mail. Corrections must be returned
to the editor (office@irdrjournal.com) within 3 working days.
Offprints: Authors will be provided with electronic offprints
of their article. Paper offprints can be ordered at prices quoted
on the order form that accompanies the proofs.
Page Charge: No page charges will be levied to authors for
the publication of their article except for reprints.
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